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“Always Be A First-Rate Version Of Yourself, Instead Of A Second-

Rate Version Of Somebody Else.”
Judy Garland

In Cesar Benitez v. Universal Property And Casualty Insurance Company, No. 4D21-3281, Florida Court of Appeals, Fourth District
(October 12, 2022) Cesar Benitez appealed the trial court’s entry of final summary judgment in favor of Universal Property and Casualty
Insurance Company (“Insurer”) in a first-party property insurance dispute over a water damage claim.
In his application for a policy with the Insurer, Benitez reported no previous losses on his property. However, after Benitez filed a claim
for new damage, the Insurer’s inspector found signs of pre-existing damage and repairs. The Insurer denied Benitez’s claim but continued
to collect premiums from him for several years. Benitez then sued for breach of contract, and Insurer asserted an affirmative defense
based on section 627.409, Florida Statutes (2019). The statute provides:
(1) Any statement or description made by or on behalf of an insured or annuitant in an application for an insurance
policy or annuity contract, or in negotiations for a policy or contract, is a representation and not a warranty. Except as
provided in subsection (3), a misrepresentation, omission, concealment of fact, or incorrect statement may prevent
recovery under the contract or policy only if any of the following apply:
(a) The misrepresentation, omission, concealment, or statement is fraudulent or is material to the acceptance of the
risk or to the hazard assumed by the insurer. [§ 627.409(1)(a), Fla. Stat. (2019)] (emphasis added).
Additionally, the Insurer’s policy allowed denial of coverage if Benitez “[i]ntentionally concealed or misrepresented any material fact
or circumstance; (2) [e]ngaged in fraudulent conduct; or (3) [m]ade material false statements; relating to this insurance.”

Material Misrepresentation is Sufficient Ground to Deny Claim
The Insurer moved for dismissal based on fraud on the court or, in the alternative, for summary judgment pursuant to section 627.409
based on material misrepresentations. At a hearing on that motion, Benitez did not dispute his failure to disclose the prior claim in both
his policy application and discovery responses to interrogatories and sworn statements in his deposition. Benitez instead argued Insurer
could not claim rescission as an affirmative defense because Insurer had continued to collect premiums from him for approximately two
years after learning of the prior undisclosed claim. Insurer sought only to deny coverage under section 627.409 and not to rescind the
policy.
The trial court held that no genuine issue of material fact existed as to whether Benitez’s failure to disclose the prior claim on his policy
application or in discovery amounted to material misrepresentations such that the claim could be denied under the policy provisions and
section 627.409.
The Insurer’s affirmative defense was based on the statute, and the Insurer made clear at the summary judgment hearing that it was not
seeking rescission of the policy pursuant to the statute but was instead seeking the alternative remedy of denial of the claim.
Therefore, the trial court properly granted summary judgment on Insurer’s denial of coverage of Benitez’s claim based on material
misrepresentations.
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ZIFL OPINION
Insurance is, and always has been, a business of the utmost good faith. That simply means that no party to an insurance
contract shall do anything to deprive the other party of the benefits of the contract. By misrepresenting material facts Benitez
obtained the policy by fraud and misrepresented the condition of his house. For that reason, the court found that the insurer
owed nothing because it did not rescind the policy but denied the claim. Every SIU investigator, claims handler, or claims
counsel should, when it determines that an insured misrepresented or concealed a material fact to either assert the contract
language or statutory language relating to denial of the claim without a need to rescind the policy and return premium
collected.

“Every now and then, go away, have a little relaxation, for when you come back to your work your judgment will be surer.” — Leonardo
da Vinci
“Let us not take ourselves too seriously. None of us has a monopoly of wisdom.” — Elizabeth II
“Every attempt to gag the free expression of thought is an unsocial act against society. That is why judges and juries who try to enforce
such laws make themselves ridiculous.” — Jay Fox
“Politics is the gentle art of getting votes from the poor and campaign funds from the rich, by promising to protect each from the other.”
— Oscar Ameringer
“Without ambition one starts nothing. Without work, one finishes nothing. The prize will not be sent to you. You have to win it. —
Ralph Waldo Emerson
“No nation ever protested its way from poverty to prosperity or got there through rhetoric or bureaucracies.” —Thomas Sowell
“Inaction breeds doubt and fear. Action breeds confidence and courage. If you want to conquer fear, do not sit home and think about it.
Go out and get busy. — Dale Carnegie
“The man of virtue is not left to stand alone. He who practices it will have neighbors.” – Confucius
“Hell’s vengeance boils in my heart, death and despair blaze about me!” — Mozart’s “The Magic Flute
“One of the most sincere forms of respect is actually listening to what another has to say.” — Bryant H. McGill
“Many of life’s failures are people who did not realize how close they were to success when they gave up.” — Thomas Edison
“It’s the first day of autumn! A time of hot chocolatey mornings, and toasty marshmallow evenings, and, best of all, leaping into
leaves!”— A. A. Milne
“I hope you will also find time to read and improve your mind. Read history, works of truth, not novels and romances. Get correct views
of life and learn to see the world in its true light. It will enable you to live pleasantly, to do good, and, when summoned away, to leave
without regret.” —Robert E. Lee
”People who fight fire with fire usually end up with ashes.” — Abigail van Buren

Conduct After Post Conviction Relief Requires Jail.
In Monnie Villareal v. State Of Mississippi, No. 2021-CP-00440-COA, Court of Appeals of Mississippi (October 11, 2022), the Court
of Appeals of Mississippi dealt with a request to avoid jail after conviction for insurance fraud.
FACTS
In June 2017, Monnie Villareal and two codefendants were indicted for insurance fraud (Count I), conspiracy to commit insurance fraud
(Count II), false pretenses (Count III), and conspiracy to commit false pretenses (Count IV). The indictment alleged that the defendants,
acting on behalf of a tree service business, conspired to present a fake certificate of insurance to a customer in order to obtain the
customer’s business and payment in excess of $500. In May 2018, pursuant to a plea bargain, Villareal pled guilty to Count II, and the
remaining counts were nolle prosequied. The court sentenced Villareal to five years in the custody of the Mississippi Department of
Corrections (MDOC) with credit for time served and the remainder suspended on post-release supervision (PRS).
In December 2020, the court revoked Villareal’s PRS because Villareal had absconded and violated other terms of his PRS. The court
sentenced Villareal to serve three years, with the remainder of his sentence suspended on PRS.
In February 2021, Villareal filed a motion for post-conviction relief (PCR) alleging that his sentence was “illegal.” Villareal asserted
that the maximum sentence for his crime was six months in the county jail because he pled guilty to conspiracy to commit only
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misdemeanor false pretenses. The court denied Villareal’s motion, explaining that he had pled guilty to conspiracy to commit insurance
fraud, a felony with a maximum sentence of five years’ imprisonment. Villareal appealed.
ANALYSIS
Villareal’s plea petition stated that he was pleading guilty to “Conspiracy” without specifying whether he was pleading to conspiracy to
commit insurance fraud or conspiracy to commit false pretenses. However, the petition clearly stated that the maximum sentence was
five years. In addition, it was made clear during Villareal’s plea hearing that he was pleading guilty to insurance fraud. Villareal admitted
that he had agreed and conspired “to commit the crime of insurance fraud.”
Insurance fraud is a felony. Therefore, conspiracy to commit insurance fraud is also a felony and carries a maximum sentence of five
years’ imprisonment. Accordingly, Villareal’s sentence is not “illegal,” and the circuit court correctly denied his PCR motion.
The judgment was affirmed.

137 Years in Prison for Insurance Fraud & Arson
In another case brought by a prisoner seeking relief from a lengthy sentence failed after multiple efforts as a pro se applicant: Ali
Darwich v. Warden Lewisburg USP; Attorney General United States Of America, No. 22-2280, United States Court of Appeals, Third
Circuit (October 14, 2022), Ali Darwich, a federal prisoner currently confined at the United States Penitentiary in Lewisburg,
Pennsylvania (“USP Lewisburg”), appealed pro se from the District Court’s order dismissing his petition for a writ of habeas corpus
under 28 U.S.C. § 2241.
FACTS
In 2013, a jury in the Eastern District of Michigan convicted Darwich of thirty-three counts related to arson and insurance fraud,
including seven counts of using fire to commit fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 844(h)(1). He was sentenced to a total term of 1647
months or 137 years of imprisonment.
He tried multiple times to avoid the sentence only to have the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit affirmed, and the
United States Supreme Court denied Darwich’s petition for a writ of certiorari in United States v. Darwich, 574 Fed.Appx. 582 (6th Cir.
2014), cert. denied, 574 U.S. 1200 (2015). Darwich then moved to vacate, set aside, or correct his sentence under 28 U.S.C. § 2255.
The District Court denied the motion, in United States v. Darwich, No. 2:10-CR-20705, 2016 WL 146662 (E.D. Mich. Jan. 13, 2016),
and the Sixth Circuit denied Darwich’s request for a certificate of appealability, in Darwich v. United States, No. 16-1151 (6th Cir.
August 5, 2016) (order). Darwich continued to file numerous unsuccessful motions for authorization to file second or successive § 2255
motions.
In 2022, Darwich filed a petition for relief under § 2241, which the District Court construed as raising three claims: (1) that Darwich’s
conviction and sentence are unlawful under United States v. Davis, 588 U.S.__, 139 S.Ct. 2319 (2019), Bailey v. United States, 516 U.S.
137 (1995), and Deal v. United States, 508 U.S. 129 (1993); (2) that he was subjected to selective prosecution because of his race or
ethnicity; and (3) that the sentencing court erred by imposing consecutive sentences. The District Court dismissed the petition,
concluding that Darwich failed to show that § 2255 was an “inadequate or ineffective” remedy so that his claims could be considered
under § 224.
ANALYSIS
Motions pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2255 are the presumptive means by which federal prisoners can challenge their convictions or sentences.
A habeas corpus petition under § 2241 accordingly “shall not be entertained” unless a § 2255 motion would be “inadequate or ineffective
to test the legality of [petitioner’s] detention.” A § 2255 motion is inadequate or ineffective only where the petitioner demonstrates that
some limitation of scope or procedure would prevent a § 2255 proceeding from affording him a full hearing and adjudication of his
wrongful detention claim.
The Third Circuit agreed with the District Court’s determination that Darwich failed to make the showing necessary to meet the safetyvalve exception.
First: Darwich alleged that his conviction no longer qualifies as a violent felony. Darwich was sentenced as required by 18 U.S.C. §
844(h)(1).
Second: The District Court’s determination that it lacked jurisdiction to consider Darwich’s selective prosecution and consecutive
sentencing claims.
Third: Darwich has had numerous earlier opportunities to present these claims and the fact that his prior challenges have been
unsuccessful and/or a new one would be barred as successive does not make § 2255 an inadequate remedy. Even colorable claims of
actual innocence whereby a petitioner is being detained for conduct that was subsequently rendered noncriminal by a Supreme Court
decision may meet the § 2255(e) requirement when the petitioner had no earlier opportunity to raise the claims but do not apply,
therefore, to Darwich.
The Third Circuit affirmed the judgment of the District Court.
ZIFL OPINION
These two cases establish, without doubt, that people who commit insurance fraud have unmitigated gall (“Chutzpah” in Yiddish) and
deserve their sentences. Allowed to avoid jail after pleading guilty Villareal absconded from his post release supervision and other terms
of the agreement that allowed him to avoid jail. When apprehended he was sentenced to actually spend time in jail and came to the Court
of Appeal with a specious claim that he did not plead guilty to the crime of insurance fraud that was the crime to which he pleaded guilty.
He will, properly, spend three years in jail.
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In addition, Darwich was not an innocent. Arson and arson-for-profit is a violent crime that can cause firefighters or innocent by-standers
or tenants to be injured or killed. The sentence was deserved and the making of multiple appeals and motions that are specious deserve
sanctions, but it would do little to add to a 137 year sentence. The only sanction that will work is to ignore any further move by Darwich.

Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE has published five days a week videos on insurance claims, insurance claims law, insurance fraud and
insurance coverage matters at https://www.rumble.com/zalma.https://rumble.com/c/c-262921.
He now limits his practice to service as an insurance consultant specializing in insurance coverage, insurance claims handling, insurance
bad faith and insurance fraud almost equally for insurers and he practiced law in California for more than 44 years as an insurance
coverage and claims handling lawyer and more than 55 years in the insurance business. He is available at http://www.zalma.com and
zalma@zalma.com.
Mr. Zalma is the first recipient of the first annual Claims Magazine/ACE Legend Award.
Over the last 55 years Barry Zalma has dedicated his life to insurance, insurance claims and the need to defeat insurance fraud. He has
created the following library of books and other materials to make it possible for insurers and their claims staff to become insurance
claims professionals.
See the more than 500 videos at https://www.rumble.com/zalma

In a sad reminder of a deadly arson fire, the UK city of Leicester is finally rebuilding on the site of a kebab shop that was
destroyed by a gasoline explosion the desperate owner triggered for an insurance payday. The site has been deserted since 2011
when an explosion destroyed the Kams King of the Grill kebab shop. Fiaz Ansari was killed in the early-morning blast. He owned a
share in the failing business and planned to torch it in a £250K insurance scam. Ansari borrowed £42K but only paid back a few hundred
pounds. He bought business interruption coverage just days before the explosion. Ansari then hired two cohorts to slosh 17 liters of
gasoline around the place and set the fire. The place blew up instead. Debris and shockwaves smashed windows in neighboring buildings,
some of which were more than 50 yards away. A number of people in nearby flats fled their homes or were evacuated when the emergency
services arrived. Ansari was in the building when his arsonists lit the gasoline. His body was found in the rubble the next day. His
arsonists each received eight years in prison. The planned new building on the derelict site will have another takeout eatery, with a home
over the upper two floors.
Roshanak Khadem ran clinics that provided beauty and spa services. The Sherman Oaks, Calif. women recruited patients for Botox
injections, facials and laser hair removal. Khadem knew the procedures weren’t insured, yet she told some patients to give her their
insurance info so she could falsely bill their health plans nearly $8M for fake or unneeded medical procedures. In return, she gave
patients free or discounted cosmetic procedures. She deposited the insurance payouts into bank accounts held in the names of docs
affiliated with her clinics. They signed off on the fake claims to slide them past the insurers. Khadem then got the deposited money
using her check-signing authority on the bank accounts. She also used pre-signed checks she obtained from the docs. Khadem pled
guilty and received 72 months in federal prison.
Two siblings argued over who’d get the money from their recently deceased mother’s life insurance policy. So, Blake Richards
decided the matter by shooting sister Brittany and her boyfriend in Plano, Tex. Police picked up Blake in a Target parking lot after his
best friend called police to say Blake had confessed. During a search of his home, officers found an empty handgun on the dining room
table, shell casings around the victims’ bodies, a bulletproof vest, drug paraphernalia, plus books on booby-trapping and sniper training.
Brittany was shot nine times, including once to the face. Escalante was shot up to 11 times. They were riddled with handgun and rifle
bullets. Richards’ DNA was found on both weapons. Witness interviews and cell records revealed that Blake and Brittany’s mother had
recently passed away, and they’d argued for weeks about a life policy. Blake was handed life in prison after prosecutors agreed not to
seek the death penalty.
Lightning struck Sara Weisbeck’s house — causing and destroying over $7K of her personal belongings, the LeClaire, Iowa
woman told her insurer. The state fraud bureau investigated. Specific items Weisbeck reported to her insurer as destroyed weren’t
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inside her house when the lightning strike occurred. Weisbeck also helped remove windows from within her home and lied that the
power surge blew out those windows. And she falsely emailed her insurer in the name of her landlord to support her insurance claim.
Weisbeck pled guilty. She was placed on supervised probation for two years and must pay a civil penalty of $2.3K. Weisbeck must also
pay $1.2K of victim restitution for the damaged windows.
Ali Abed Yaser had a crony drive a Hyundai Sonata into his own Lexus IS in a plot that led to nearly $127K of insurance payouts.
The Kennewick, Wash. man claimed he was injured and lost wages — yet he was neither hurt nor even in the car during the crash. The
FBI later served search warrants on homes in Washington and California. Yaser quickly grew suspicious. He held a meeting at his home,
suspecting someone was giving info to the FBI. He told the FBI’s informant to be careful of whoever was giving out the insider info. A
few months later, Yaser suspected someone else of being the FBI’s source. That person visited the real informant, and Yaser found out.
He was mad that the FBI’s actual source hadn’t told him about the visit — he would’ve come over and killed the person he suspected.
Yaser then told the informant to call the person he suspected and invite him back over. Yaser asked the source to record a conversation
between the two of them, swearing it wasn’t for the government. Yaser next met with the real source a few days later to plan a false
complaint against the FBI case agent and the man Yaser suspected was an informant. Yaser then falsely accused the case agent and
suspected informant of taking a $20K bribe. He pled federally guilty and could receive as much as 95 years when sentenced Jan. 16
Margaret Arise owned numerous home health agencies in the Houston Area. She hired Abudul Audu Azia Ozigi to pretend he was
a physician to see patients in their homes. Ozigi was a foreign medical student. He had no license to practice medicine in the U.S., nor
did a physician supervise Ozigi when he treated patients. He visited patients and qualified them for home health, when in fact, they
didn’t need services. Recruiters also were paid to provide patient info to bill them for home health regardless of whether they needed
care. Arise was previously convicted and is currently pending sentencing. At trial, Ozigi tried to convince the jury he had no knowledge
of fraud and didn’t intend to defraud Medicare. He claimed he was merely seeing patients for Arise, despite having no U.S. medical
license and without being supervised. He was convicted and will receive up to 10 years in federal prison when sentenced. Arise earlier
was convicted and awaits sentencing.
Keith Todd Ashley stole many clients’ money —and one client’s life. The Allen, Tex. man was a registered nurse also working as a
financial advisor and life agent. Ashley soon began stealing money from his investors. He used their money to pay other clients, keep
his microbrewery open and pay for personal expenses. Ashley transferred James Seegan’s funds to his own accounts, and even changed
the beneficiary of the man’s life policy to a trust Ashley owned. He then murdered Seegan — staging his death to look like a suicide and
collecting on the victim’s life policy. Ashley also transferred money from Seegan’s bank account into his own. The attempted suicide
was ill-designed. Seegan’s wife Sakidida found him with a gunshot wound to his head when she returned home from work. Yet she
noticed the gun was in Seegan’s left hand, though he was right-handed. His purported suicide note was printed off a computer. The note
was placed on Seegan’s blood-spattered desk — yet the note was blood-free. Seegan also disliked guns so much that he made her get
rid of a toy gun she bought their son. Ashley was convicted and faces potential life in federal prison when sentenced.
A furious judge nixed Pamela Buchbinder’s last-ditch ploy to back out of her guilty plea for trying to have her partner
sledgehammered and knifed for $1.5M of life insurance in Manhattan. Buchbinder had her bipolar cousin sneak into psychiatrist
Dr. Michael Weiss’ office. Jacob Nolan repeatedly beat and stabbed Weiss, who fought back and escaped. The plot unraveled and
Buchbinder pled guilty. Yet during her sentencing hearing, Buchbinder suddenly tried to withdraw her plea and fire her lawyers. She
claimed she didn’t take her meds the day she agreed to the deal. Buchbinder also insisted she was high from second-hand smoke that
day because people in the holding facility smoked synthetic marijuana near her. The judge was irate. He quickly rejected her motion,
saying Buchbinder “appeared perfectly fine and perfectly coherent” when she agreed to the plea deal. Buchbinder was given 11 years,

The insurance industry has been less than effective in training its personnel. Their employees, whether in claims, underwriting or sales,
are hungry for education and training to improve their work in the industry.
Insurers without sufficient personnel to make a classroom training program practical have available options. If the insurer desires to
honor its employees who wish to improve their knowledge and skills can do so inexpensively by adding to each employee’s library a
complete insurance library by internationally recognized insurance coverage, claims handling, fraud, and insurance law expert and
author, Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE.
If funds are not available for training vendors can be willing to assist. Although vendors are usually prohibited from making gifts to the
insurer’s employees, they may agree to donations to the insurer of educational materials that will help the employees improve their
abilities for acknowledgement of the presentation.
Every insurer, insurance syndicate, insurance brokerage, insurance sales agency, insurer branch office, and vendors to the insurance
industry should add to the libraries of their various offices or employees.
To add to the professionalism of the staff of insurance professionals, the insurer should make available to each the following books that
are available at reasonable prices from amazon.com, the American Bar Association, Thomson Reuters, or Full Court Press, written by
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Barry Zalma. Details about each book are available at Barry Zalma’s Insurance Claims Library at https://zalma.com/blog/insuranceclaims-library/:


The Compact Book on Ethics for the Insurance
Professional



Zalma on Insurance Claims – Third Edition (ten
volumes)



The Compact Book of Adjusting Property Insurance
Claims – Third Edition



Mold Claims (two volumes)





Several True Insurance Crimes Novels and Novellas

The Compact Book of Adjusting Liability Claims –
Third Edition





How to Acquire, Understand, and Make a Successful
Claim on a Commercial Property Insurance Policy



The Tort of Bad Faith



The Equitable Remedy of Rescission



Insurance Fraudsters Deserve No Quarter

From the American Bar Association
o Getting the Whole Truth: Interviewing
Techniques for the Lawyer
o The Commercial Property Insurance Policy
Deskbook
o The Insurance Fraud Deskbook
o Diminution in Value Damages



The Examination Under Oath to Resolve Insurance
Claims





Insurance Fraud – Volume I and Volume II



Construction Defects and Insurance Second Edition (8
volumes)



Insurance Fraud Costs Everyone

From Full Court Press
o The Insurance Law Deskbook
o California Insurance Law Deskbook
o Zalma on Property and Casualty Insurance
o Insurance Bad Faith and Punitive Damages
Deskbook



California SIU Regulations 2020





California Fair
Regulations 2022

From Thomson Reuters
o Property
Investigation
Checklists
Uncovering Insurance Fraud, 13th Edition

Claims

Settlement

Practices

 Zalma’s Mold & Fungi Handbook
Details about each book available at the Insurance Claims Library at https://zalma.com/blog/insurance-claims-library/
Free Resources
In addition you should make available the following free services: the podcast Zalma On
Insurance at https://anchor.fm/barry-zalma; Zalma’s Insurance Fraud Letter at
https://zalma.com/zalmas-insurance-fraud-letter-2/; Mr. Zalma is on Twitter at
https://twitter.com/bzalma; Barry Zalma videos are available at Rumble.com at
https://rumble.com/c/c-262921;
Barry
Zalma
videos
on
YouTubeat
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCysiZklEtxZsSF9DfC0Expg; Read posts from
Barry
Zalma
at
https://parler.com/profile/Zalma/posts
and
GTTR
at
https://gettr.com/@zalma; the podcast Zalma On Insurance at https://anchor.fm/barryzalma.
Subscription Services
You can subscribe, for only $5 a month or $50 a year, to special videos from “Zalma on Insurance” at
https://zalmaoninsurance.locals.com/subscribe; and “Excellence in Claims Handling” at https://barryzalma.substack.com/welcome.

Insurers Must be Proactive Against Insurance Fraud
Insurers Must Stop the Logarithmic Growth of Insurance Fraud
Fraud is taking more money every year from the insurance buying public. The Coalition Against Insurance Fraud recently revised
its estimates from $80 billion a year to announce that insurance fraud takes over $308 billion a year from the insurance
industry. The US Department of Justice working with various federal police agencies have taken an active role to investigate,
prosecute and convict those who defraud U.S. health programs and federally funded insurance like flood insurance and crop
insurance. Yet, the arrests and prosecutions that happen are only creating a small dent in the amount of money stolen from
private and federally funded insurance.
Since no one really knows how much is taken from insurers and federal programs – because most succeed – the best
estimates, like that made by the Coalition Against Insurance Fraud, is nothing more than an educated guess. People who
are actively involved in the investigation of insurance fraud believe that the more accurate estimate is an amount equal to
10% to 30% of premium collected.
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Since the property and casualty insurance industry collected $394.8 billion in the first half of 2021 compared to $362.3 billion for
the same period in 2020, fraud took in six months $39.48 billion to $118.44 billion a year for that small part of the insurance
industry.
[https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/Property-Casualty-and-Title-Insurance-Industries2021-Mid-Year-Report.pdf] If the trend continues the amount stolen from the property and casualty insurance industry –
a small part of the Coalition’s number - for the year would be doubled to almost $80 billion to $220 billion.
Insurers properly complain that the local district attorneys and police agencies give a low priority to the crime of insurance fraud,
Insurers have good reason to complain. They are universally ignored by police agencies when they report the crime. When insurance
criminals are caught in the act they are seldom arrested, even less often prosecuted and almost never punished.
Insurance is the Only Crime Where The Victim Is Required To Pay For Investigation & Prosecution of the Criminal Or No
Investigation Will Be Done
The California Department of Insurance, like similar entities across the country, compel insurers to fund and staff a Special
Investigative Unit (SIU) to investigate and report to the state potential insurance fraud and maintain a detailed anti-fraud
program. The California Department of Insurance audits insurers regularly to be sure that each insurer works hard to investigate and
seek prosecution of the crime of insurance fraud and punish those the Department believes are not seriously working to defeat
fraud.
Simultaneously, the same Department of Insurance punishes insurers for not paying claims rapidly or for not treating insureds or
claimants fairly. Courts, and juries will often assess punitive and exemplary damages against insurers who accuse their insured’s of fraud
while looking with 20/20 hindsight at the SIU investigation.
Similar businesses in the financial sector, who are also regular victims of fraud and other crimes are not taxed or compelled to investigate
crimes committed against them. No one demands that the Bank of America or Wells Fargo or Chase pay for prosecuting embezzlers
or bank robbers. No one demands that Southland Corporation pay for prosecuting people who hold up 7-11 stores. No Regulator
requires stockbrokers to investigate money laundering or fraudulent transactions. The imposition upon the insurance industry – and
the attendant cost passed to the insurance consumer – is unique.
Insurers are treated differently than all other businesses in the United States.
George Orwell was right when, to paraphrase, he had a character in his novel “Animal Farm” say that “all businesses are equal, some
are more equal than others.”
Clearly, insurers are less equal with regard to crimes perpetrated against them than are other businesses.

Do Insurers Get Their Money’s Worth From Fighting Fraud?
Insurance fraud prosecutions and investigations are anemic.
I have heard the following excuses from prosecutors to whom insurance fraud cases were presented:
1. A confession on the record with five corroborating witnesses is not enough to support a fraud prosecution.
2. An insurance company can’t be a victim of a crime.
3. You have a good case, but I don’t have time to prepare an indictment or take the case to a grand jury.
4. Juries don’t like insurance companies.
5. Are you bringing this case because you don’t want to pay a legitimate claim?
6. I don’t understand what the claimant did wrong.
7. Arson-for-profit cases take up too much time and effort unless someone dies in the fire.
What Can Insurance People Do to Change The Statistics?
It is the obligation of all of us whose work is to protect insurers against insurance fraud to do something to change the lack of sufficient
arrest and prosecution of insurance fraud perpetrators. Methods that are available and that should be exercised by every person
who wants to reduce the effect of insurance fraud include:
Lobby to change the system so that:


All the money must go to all kinds of insurance fraud at the discretion of the Commissioner of Insurance.



Prosecutors must be assigned to the Fraud Bureau and their only job must be to prosecute insurance fraud.

 When the local D.A. does not file a criminal complaint, the fraud investigator or lawyer for the insurer, must complain, loudly.
Work within the system we have:


Report every suspected fraudulent claim to the Fraud Division or Fraud Bureau in you state with an effective report
including admissible evidence.



Follow-up with the Fraud Division after you get the letter saying they won’t investigate.



Supplement the Suspected Fraudulent Claim (“SFC”) report with investigation results and transcripts of examinations under
oath.



Develop a personal relationship with investigators at the Fraud Division.



Develop a personal relationship with supervising investigators at the Fraud Division.
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When The Fraud Division refers a case to a prosecutor determine the identity of the prosecutor.


Make it clear to the prosecutor that you represent an interested and proactive victim.



Make it clear to the prosecutor that your insurance company is upset that it is the victim of a crime.



Make it clear to the prosecutor that you will make available to him or her anything required.



Make it clear to the prosecutor that you, and other employees of the insurance company, will be available to testify.



If you are in California and sixty days go by after the case is referred to the D.A. demand compliance with the requirements of
the California Insurance Code. California Insurance Code § 1872.4 provides, in relevant part, as follows:
“If prosecution by the district attorney concerned is not begun within 60 days of the receipt of the
commissioner’s report, the district attorney shall inform the commissioner and the insurer as to the
reasons for the lack of prosecution regarding the reported violations.”



If you are not in California look for similar statutes in the state you are in or simply complain to the D.A. or State’s Attorney
who are public servants.
 The letter demanding an explanation for why there is no prosecution should go to the elected District Attorney. He or she will
refer your letter for response to a head deputy. Often, they will be ashamed to tell you that the only reason for the failure is
that other cases always have priority over insurance fraud. The District Attorney of every county must be made aware that he
or she is obligated to inform the insurance company victims why the crime is not being prosecuted.
Enough letters, enough complaints, and insurance fraud will finally be recognized by prosecutors to be a serious crime.
It is also the obligation of everyone involved in the effort to hinder insurance fraud to:


Write articles for your local newspapers.



Telephone local reporters and complain that they don’t cover the crime.



Call talk-radio and explain the expense of insurance fraud.



Volunteer for your company’s speaker’s bureau and give talks on insurance fraud to every Rotary, Lions, BPOE or other service
organization meeting.



Appear at the trial of every insurance fraud case.



Demand restitution when an insurance fraud is convicted.



Refuse to pay fraudulent claims.



When sued by people who are believed to have presented fraudulent claims insist that the case be tried to a jury before any
payment is made.

 Remember Pogo who was reported to have said: “We Have Met The Enemy and They Is Us!”
To defeat or deter insurance fraud, it must be prosecuted. To get it prosecuted the insurer must do the work because local police
agencies or prosecutors will not, unless there is a serious violent crime included deal with the fraud.

The Orphan Child of the Criminal Justice System
Insurance fraud is the orphan child of the criminal justice system and will never be defeated until the public and prosecutors recognize
that insurance fraud is a serious problem that effects their own financial condition.
It is time that insurers stop complaining and do the work necessary to defeat this metastasizing crime before its growth eats away any
chance insurers – and their shareholders – have of making a profit.
Everyone involved in the business of insurance and everyone who buys insurance must make it clear that they are angry at what is
happening to their insurance premium dollar. When I, and everyone who has ever purchased a policy of insurance, hears that $300 out
of every $1,000 we pay in premium goes to a criminal we should all want to scream out the window, as did the character in “Network”:
“I’m mad as Hell, and I’m not going to take this anymore!”

New York Doctor Settles Improper Billing and Controlled Substance Act Claims
Physician Admits Upcoding of Services
Ahmad M. Mehdi and his medical practice, Ahmad M. Mehdi, M.D., P.C. (“Mehdi”), agreed to pay a total of $900,000 to resolve
civil claims for up-coding billings for some medical services, billing for smoking cessation counseling services that were not adequately
documented, and allegedly improper prescribing of opioids, announced United States Attorney Carla B. Freedman.
Mehdi operates a general medical practice with offices in Groton and Tully, New York. According to the settlement agreement, between
January 1, 2012, and September 17, 2018, Mehdi caused false claims to be submitted to federal healthcare programs by billing for some
services at a higher rate of reimbursement than it would be entitled to for the service actually provided, a scheme commonly referred to
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as “upcoding.” Mehdi also submitted billing to federal healthcare programs for some smoking cessation counseling services that were
not sufficiently documented.
This settlement also resolves claims that Mehdi violated the Controlled Substances Act between April 1, 2018, and December 31, 2020,
by prescribing opioids outside the usual course of professional practice to three patients. Mehdi has agreed to pay $331,250 to the United
States to resolve all of these claims. Mehdi will also pay $568,750 to the State of New York pursuant to the terms of a separate
agreement.
Investment Advisor Found Guilty in Healthcare Fraud that Targeted the Elderly and Disabled
Furman Alexander Ford, 52 years old, and his co-conspirator Jimmy Guess, who pled guilty on September 16, 2020 to healthcare
fraud, conspired in a scheme to defraud Medicare by submitting false claims to Medicare for mental health services that were never
provided to Medicare beneficiaries. A federal jury convicted Ford on charges of Conspiracy to Commit Health Care Fraud, Healthcare
Fraud, Wire Fraud, and Aggravated Identity Theft on October 19, 2022. According to court records and evidence presented at trial,
according to witness testimony and evidence presented at trial, Ford and Guess submitted over 5,000 claims to Medicare, totaling
approximately $534,438, for mental health services allegedly provided to approximately 145 beneficiaries between October 2018 and
February 2020. Defendant executed several fraud schemes to obtain the beneficiaries’ Medicare information. In one scheme, Ford’s
company offered Electronic Health Records conversion and teletherapy counseling to assisted living homes for the elderly and
disabled. In another scheme, Ford’s company offered free food in exchange for the Medicare information of low-income elderly
parishioners at churches in Bladen County, and by cold calling unsuspecting victims offering telehealth services.
Ford faces up to 52 years in prison when sentenced during Judge Dever’s January 2023 term of court.

Doctor Pleads Guilty to Role in $54 Million Medicare Fraud Scheme
Dr. Daniel R. Canchola, 49, of Flower Mound, Texas pleaded guilty October 25, 2022 for his role in a $54 million scheme to defraud
Medicare by prescribing durable medical equipment and cancer genetic testing without ever seeing, speaking to, or otherwise treating
patients.
According to court documents, Canchola agreed to electronically sign orders for durable medical equipment (DME) and cancer genetic
testing that he knew were used to submit more than $54 million in false and fraudulent claims to Medicare. From August 2018 through
April 2019, Canchola received approximately $30 in exchange for each doctor’s order he signed authorizing DME and cancer genetic
test orders that were not legitimately prescribed, not needed, or not used — totaling more than $466,000 in kickbacks. The Medicare
beneficiaries for whom Canchola prescribed DME and cancer genetic testing were targeted by telemarketing campaigns and at health
fairs and were induced to submit to the cancer genetic testing and to receive the DME regardless of medical necessity.
Canchola pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit wire fraud. He is scheduled to be sentenced on March 15, 2023 and faces a maximum
penalty of 20 years in prison. A federal district court judge will determine any sentence after considering the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines
and other statutory factors.

Owner of Toledo Area Medical Transportation Service Found Guilty of Healthcare Fraud
Abdul Haji Faqi, 46, of Toledo, Ohio was convicted by a federal jury on Monday, October 24, 2022. Faqi was the founder and owner
of Blue Line Express Taxi & Medical Transport, a Toledo-area ambulette transportation business, of three counts of healthcare fraud
following a three-day trial before Judge Jeffrey J. Helmick in Toledo.
According to court documents and evidence presented at trial Faqi was found guilty of participating in a scheme that knowingly
submitted and received reimbursement payments from Medicaid for ineligible claims. Faqi’s co-defendants pleaded guilty and were
sentenced earlier this year for their part in the scheme.
Between 2009 and 2016, Faqi schemed with his co-defendants to transport and bill Medicaid for ambulette transportation services of
Medicaid beneficiaries who did not require or use a wheelchair. Faqi and his co-defendants knew that Medicaid only provided ambulette
reimbursement for recipients who did require the use of a wheelchair and were actually transported in a wheelchair.
In addition, as part of the scheme to defraud, evidence presented during the trial showed that Faqi and his co-defendants billed Medicaid
for wheelchair attendants without actually providing any attendants. Furthermore, evidence showed that Faqi and his co-defendants
billed Medicaid for trips with multiple riders as separate individual trips, thereby inflating their Medicaid billing.
Faqi and his co-defendants also failed to obtain, and falsified, ambulette Certification of Medical Necessity (CMN) documents from
Medicaid recipients that they transported. Faqi and the others knew and understood that Medicaid required a CMN for each recipient
transported.
In total, court documents state that Faqi and his co-defendants received over $800,000 in reimbursements from Medicaid to which they
were not entitled.

Oklahoma City Home Health Company and Two Former Corporate Officers Agree to Pay $22.9 Million
CHC Holdings, LLC d/b/a Carter Healthcare, an Oklahoma limited liability company that provides home healthcare through
subsidiaries in multiple states, including Texas and Oklahoma, as well as Stanley Carter and Brad Carter (collectively Defendants)
agreed to pay $22,948,004 to resolve allegations that Carter Healthcare wrongfully paid physicians to induce referrals of home health
patients under the guise of medical directorships, resulting in the submission of false claims to the Medicare and TRICARE programs.
The Anti-Kickback Statute prohibits offering, paying, soliciting, or receiving remuneration to induce referrals of items or services
covered by Medicare, Medicaid, and other federally funded programs. The Physician Self-Referral Law, commonly known as the Stark
Law, prohibits a hospital from billing Medicare for certain services referred by physicians with whom the hospital has an improper
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financial arrangement, including the payment of compensation that exceeds the fair market value of the services actually provided by
the physician. Both the Anti-Kickback Statute and the Stark Law are intended to ensure that physicians’ medical judgments are not
compromised by improper financial incentives and instead are based on the best interests of their patients. Claims submitted under the
Anti-Kickback Statute and the Stark Law violate the False Claims Act.
The settlement resolves allegations that between 2013 and 2020, Carter Healthcare paid remuneration to its home health medical
directors in Oklahoma and Texas for the purpose of inducing referrals of Medicare and TRICARE home health patients. The Defendants’
alleged conduct resulted in the submission of claims for services provided to these illegally referred patients, in violation of the False
Claims Act. Stanley Carter and Brad Carter, Carter Healthcare’s previous CEO and COO respectively, also agreed to be excluded from
participating in Medicare, Medicaid, and all other federal healthcare programs for a period of five years.
Contemporaneous with the civil settlement, CHC Holdings, LLC entered into a five-year Corporate Integrity Agreement (CIA) with the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services—Office of Inspector General (HHS-OIG). The CIA requires, among other things, an
Independent Review Organization to review arrangements entered into by or on behalf of Carter Healthcare entities. The CIA also
increases individual accountability by requiring compliance-related certifications from key executives.
The allegations resolved by the settlement were brought in a lawsuit filed under the qui tam, or whistleblower, provisions of the False
Claims Act, which permit private parties to sue on behalf of the United States for false claims and to receive a share of any recovery. The
whistleblowers also alleged other claims under the False Claims Act and Oklahoma Medicaid False Claims Act. The qui tam case is
captioned United States ex rel. Duffield et al. v. CHC Holdings, LLC, et al., No. CIV-17-826-HE (W.D. Okla.). The whistleblowers will
share in the settlement amount.

Doctor Sentenced to Probation for Accepting Illegal Kickback
Jerry May Keepers, 69, of Kingwood, Texas, a doctor licensed in the states of Oklahoma and Texas was sentenced for writing and
referring compounded drug prescriptions in return for illegal kickback payments.
U.S. District Judge Daniel L. Hovland sentenced Keepers to 36 months of supervised probation. Restitution will be determined at a later
date. Keepers will pay no more than $1,518,180.46 in restitution according to his plea agreement.
Keepers previously pleaded guilty to one count of soliciting and receiving heath care kickback. Keepers violated the federal antikickback statute when he accepted the illegal payment.
In the plea agreement, Keepers admitted that OK Compounding solicited him to write prescriptions for his patients that would be filled
by the pharmacy. OK Compounding was a pharmacy controlled by Christopher Parks and Dr. Gary Lee, who are also defendants in
the case.
Specifically, on January 22, 2014, Keepers knowingly received $25,000 from representatives of OK Compounding. The purpose of the
payment was to induce Keepers to refer prescriptions for expensive compounded drugs to the pharmacy. The compounded medications
were filled, and claims were filed by the pharmacy. Those medications were in turn paid for by federal healthcare programs, including
TRICARE, Medicare, CHAMPVA, and the Federal Employees Compensation Act Program.
According to the superseding indictment filed in the case, kickback payments were disguised through various sham business
arrangements, including contracts where several physicians purported to serve as “medical directors” or “consulting physicians” for the
pharmacy. Keepers and OK Compounding represented that Keepers had been paid for his services as a national spokesperson, medical
director or national marketing director.
It is illegal to pay or receive “kickbacks” in conjunction with federal health care insurance. Prohibitions against kickbacks are crucial to
ensure that financial motives do not undermine the medical judgment of physicians and other health care providers.

Doctor Pays $720,000 and Agrees to 15 Year Exclusion from Federal Health Care Programs
Telehealth Scheme Included Durable Medical Equipment (DME) and Genetic Tests
Mangesh Kanvinde, M.D., of Batavia, Ohio, has paid $720,000 and agreed to be excluded from Federal Health Care Programs for
fifteen years for his role in a scheme to order unnecessary durable medical equipment and genetic tests. The DME he ordered included
commonly used braces for knees, ankles, shoulders, and the back and neck. The genetic tests he ordered included testing for the inherited
genetic variants that are associated with a high to moderate increased risk of cancer. As part of the civil settlement with the United
States, Dr. Kanvinde also agreed to make additional payments contingent upon his income over the next five years.
The United States alleged that, between December 5, 2016, through June 20, 2019, Dr. Kanvinde violated the False Claims Act by
knowingly conspiring to submit and causing the submission of false claims to Medicare. The United States alleged that Dr. Kanvinde
had improper financial arrangements with temporary physician staffing agencies and telehealth companies to furnish DME and genetic
testing items and services and that he received illegal kickbacks in exchange for ordering medically unnecessary DME and genetic tests
and services. The United States further alleged that Dr. Kanvinde had no physician-patient relationship with the Medicare beneficiaries,
often did not speak with the beneficiaries, and knew his prescribed goods and services were not medically necessary.

Nurse Practitioner Will Forfeit the Profits of His Fraud
Alexander A. Istomin, 56, admitted that he routinely submitted fraudulent claims for in-person patient services that he falsely claimed
to have performed at his offices in Rhode Island, New York, and Florida. Istomin, a registered nurse and nurse practitioner who
fraudulently billed commercial health insurers and Medicare nearly $4.4 million for services that he falsely claimed to have provided to
patients in Rhode Island, New York, and Florida, pleaded guilty in federal court in Rhode Island to an eleven-count information charging
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him with health care fraud, mail fraud, aggravated identity theft, and causing the introduction of misbranded drugs into interstate
commerce.
In some instances, the patients that Istomin claimed he met with in person were out of the country at the time of the alleged visits. On
many other occasions that he claimed to have been seeing patients, Istomin himself was either in a different state or another country,
often times in Russia. The investigation also determined that the supposed office that Istomin maintained in East Greenwich, and to
which he had some payments mailed, was a non-existent medical practice at which no medical services were provided.
Additionally, Istomin admitted to a federal judge that he waived copayments for some Medicare patients, despite being aware that
waiving copayments is prohibited. By waiving copayments that patients otherwise would be responsible for, Istomin induced his patients
not to report his fraudulent billing to Medicare.
Istomin also admitted that he carried out schemes in which he would use patient names and information to get prescriptions to be filled
at pharmacies. He arranged for those prescriptions to be returned to him so that he could then distribute those drugs to individuals other
than those in whose names the prescriptions were filled.
According to a signed Plea Agreement filed with the court, in addition to pleading guilty to charges of health care fraud, mail fraud,
aggravated identity theft, and causing the introduction of misbranded drugs into interstate commerce, Istomin will forfeit $4,379,158.98,
the sum of money equal to the amount he received from perpetrating health care fraud.
Istomin is scheduled to be sentenced on January 26, 2023. The defendant’s sentences will be determined by a federal district judge after
consideration of the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines and other statutory factors. ZIFL wonders how much Istomin actually stole so that he
is capable of return more than $4.3 million.

Brooklyn Woman Pleads Guilty in Large-Scale Fraud Scheme involving Prescription Medications
Tamara Feldman, also known as Tamara Petrova, age 34, pleaded guilty to one count of Wire Fraud Conspiracy before United States
District Judge David Stewart Cercone. A resident of Brooklyn, New York, Feldman participated in a fraud scheme along with Devan
Abrams, Azad Khizgilov, Roman Shaulov and others.
Abrams, Khizgilov, and Shaulov all pleaded guilty to a similar charge, and all were sentenced to terms of imprisonment. The large-scale
and sophisticated fraud scheme facilitated the black-market importation and sale of tens of millions of dollars of dangerous and addictive
prescription medications. In summary, the conspirators established and ran a business that, through a series of misrepresentations, misled
various credit card companies into processing credit card transactions for on-line purchases of drugs that were illegal to be sold in the
United States. These drugs were often imported from Russia, China, India, and other countries. The complex scheme involved front
companies, fake websites, and a tangled web of bank accounts. Feldman participated in the scheme by opening fraudulent merchant
accounts and overseeing fraudulent payments.
Judge Cercone scheduled sentencing for March 23, 2023, at 1:00 pm. The law provides for a total sentence of twenty years in prison, a
fine of $250,000, or both. Under the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, the actual sentence imposed is based upon the seriousness of the
offense and the prior criminal history, if any, of the defendant.

State Mutual Accountant Discovered Fraud Causing it to pay Part of a $6.8 Million Settlement
State Mutual Insurance Co. is part of a $6.8 million settlement concerning the sale of “compound” pain creams. DermaTran Health
Solutions LLC; Pharmacy Insurance Administrators LLC (PIA); Legends Pharmacy; TriadRx; and the former owners of Lake
Side Pharmacy and related entities, agreed to the settlement of the False Claims Act violations, according to the United States
Department of Justice. The pharmacies were accused of waiving copays, charging the government higher prices than permitted, and
trading federal health care business with other pharmacies, according to a statement.
The allegations were uncovered by an accountant who had been hired by State Mutual, according to a separate statement from
Whistleblower Law Collaborative LLC (WLC).
PIA was created to handle the billing for DermaTran. That company was a subsidiary of Insurance Administrative Solutions LLC; which
was a subsidiary of Gulfcoast Administrators LLC; which was majority-owned by Life & Health Holdings Inc.; which was a subsidiary
of State Mutual.
PIA will pay $6.5 million of the settlement. The whistleblower will receive $1,434,775 from the settlements, and PIA will cover her
attorney’s fees.
MLDP of Texas, LP (a/k/a “Legends Pharmacy”) will pay $59,293. TRIAD Rx, Inc. will pay $166,547. Lake Side Pharmacy is no
longer in business, but its former owners will pay $110,724.
After the whistleblower “repeatedly expressed concerns about the practices she witnessed,” and was ignored while she worked there,
she went to the WLC. These actions included avoiding restrictions put in place by the federal government to limit spending, according
to the DOJ.
As these problems were uncovered, various auditors began to terminate DermaTran from their networks, and DermaTran began selling
its out-of-network prescriptions to other pharmacies. Those pharmacies were able to fill the prescriptions because they were still innetwork. They then remitted a portion of the proceeds to DermaTran, which constituted an illegal kickback.

Pharmacist Convicted for Health Care Fraud and Black-Market Prescription Drug Diversion Scheme
Irina Sadovsky, 53, of Calabasas, California was convicted by a federal Jury on October 14, 2022 for a health care fraud and prescription
drug diversion scheme involving two Southern California pharmacies.
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According to court documents and evidence presented at trial Sadovsky, the owner and pharmacist-in-charge of Five Star RX doing
business as Five Star Pharmacy (Five Star Pharmacy) and Ultimate Pharmacy Inc. (Ultimate Pharmacy), engaged in a health care
fraud and black market prescription drug diversion conspiracy that began in or around September 2016, and continued through in or
around April 2017. Sadovsky submitted claims to Medicaid of California (Medi-Cal) and Medicare for prescription drugs that were
never dispensed to beneficiaries but rather were provided to co-conspirators to sell on the black market.
Sadovsky’s co-conspirators created fraudulent prescriptions, either by writing the prescriptions themselves or by paying kickbacks to
marketers with access to patients and prescribers. Sadovsky recommended the combinations of prescription drugs to be written, checked
the eligibility of the patients for reimbursement, and fraudulently submitted claims to Medi-Cal and Medicare.
Sadovsky was convicted of conspiracy to commit health care fraud and conspiracy to engage in the unlicensed wholesale distribution
of prescription drugs. She is scheduled to be sentenced on February 3, 2023 and faces a maximum penalty of 10 years in prison for the
health care fraud conspiracy, and five years in prison for the unlicensed distribution conspiracy. A federal district court judge will
determine any sentence after considering the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines and other statutory factors.

DermaTran And Three Other Pharmacies Pay Over $6.8 Million To Settle Civil Claims
DermaTran Health Solutions, LLC; Pharmacy Insurance Administrators, LLC; Legends Pharmacy; TriadRx; and the former
owners of Lake Side Pharmacy and related entities, agreed to pay $6,876,564 to resolve allegations that they violated the False Claims
Act by waiving copays, charging the government higher prices than permitted, and trading federal healthcare business with other
pharmacies.
The government alleged that in 2012, pharmacy DermaTran Health Solutions, LLC (“DermaTran”), opened in Rome, Georgia, for the
purpose of making and selling custom “compound” pain creams. DermaTran’s owners during the relevant time include DIII Consulting,
LLC; SRM Holdings, LLC; Gussenhoven Holdings, LLC; Sam Moss; and Robert Gussenhoven. At the same time, another
company named Pharmacy Insurance Administrators, LLC (“PIA”), was created to handle the billing for DermaTran. During the relevant
time, PIA was a subsidiary of Insurance Administrative Solutions, LLC; which was a subsidiary of Gulfcoast Administrators, LLC;
which was majority-owned by Life & Health Holdings, Inc.; which was a subsidiary of State Mutual Insurance Company.
Compound pain creams were very lucrative. Government-backed health insurance programs such as TRICARE (for the military) and
the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program (for federal workers) would reimburse hundreds of dollars for these prescriptions. But
the government programs imposed certain restrictions to limit spending. For example, patients were required to contribute to the cost of
the prescription in the form of copays. The government programs also limited payments to the “usual and customary price”—the price
charged to a cash-paying, uninsured patient.
The Government alleged that DermaTran and PIA found ways to avoid these restrictions. DermaTran and PIA created a copay-waiver
program where patients would have their copays waived based on a brief, unverified statement of economic need. DermaTran and PIA
also misled the government programs about the price being charged to uninsured, cash-paying patients by falsely stating that that price
was high when, in fact, it was only $30. As a result, there were days that veterans were charged $600+ for pain creams, while uninsured
patients were charged only $30.
Eventually, various auditors uncovered these problems and began to terminate DermaTran from their networks. The Government alleged
that DermaTran, looking for a way to continue to earn money, began selling its out-of-network prescriptions to other pharmacies. The
other pharmacies could fill the prescriptions because they were still in network. After filling the lucrative prescriptions, the other
pharmacies remitted a portion of the proceeds to DermaTran and PIA. The government alleged that this arrangement constituted an
illegal kickback. The other pharmacies that participated in this prescriptions-for-money scheme included Legends Pharmacy (in Texas),
Lake Side Pharmacy (in Alabama), and TriadRx (in Alabama).
The Government’s False Claims Act claims based on the above allegations are being settled. PIA will contribute $6.5 million to the
settlement. DermaTran is no longer operating and was sold in an arm’s-length transaction to a third-party buyer last year for the price
of $40,000. That amount will be turned over to the government as part of the settlement. MLDP of Texas, LP (a/k/a “Legends Pharmacy”)
will pay $59,293. TRIAD Rx, Inc. will pay $166,547. Lake Side Pharmacy is no longer in business, but former owners of Lake Side
Pharmacy will pay $110,724. The former owners include Titan Medical Marketing, LLC; Donald Wayne Bogue; George Takashi Elkins;
James Bernard Bogue, Jr.; Robert Joseph Puckett, Jr.; Robert Joseph Puckett, Sr.; Stephen Weston Wilson; and Charles Franklin Taylor,
Jr.
This civil settlement resolves a lawsuit filed in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Georgia by a former accountant for
DermaTran, under the qui tam, or whistleblower provisions, of the False Claims Act. United States ex rel. Doe v. DermaTran Health
Solutions, LLC, et al., Civil Action No. 1:17-CV-1765. Under the False Claims Act, private citizens may bring suit for false claims on
behalf of the United States and share in any recovery obtained by the government. The whistleblower will receive $1,434,775 from the
settlements. PIA will also pay her attorney’s fees.

Medical Equipment Company Owner Sentenced for Health Care Fraud
Ariel Madero Paez was sentenced by a federal district judge to 55 months in prison followed by 3 years of supervised release for
submitting more than $2.2 million in fraudulent billings to Medicare.
From November 2021 through May 2022, Madero owned Always Medical Supply (Always), located in Stuart, Fla. Always, a Florida
corporation, purported to provide durable medical equipment (DME) to eligible Medicare beneficiaries. In a five-month period in 2022,
Always submitted approximately $2.2 million in fraudulent health care claims to Medicare for DME that the corporation never provided
and that Medicare beneficiaries never requested. As a result, Medicare paid more than $1.4 million to Always. After Madero’s arrest on
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May 6, 2022, at Miami International Airport, bank accounts for Always and Madero had a sum of more than $500,000 derived from or
traceable to health care fraud.
In addition to sentencing Madero to prison and supervised release terms, U.S. District Judge Donald M. Middlebrooks ordered him to
pay restitution to Medicare in the amount of nearly $1.5 million and entered a forfeiture money judgment also in the amount of nearly
$1.5 million. This is in addition to the forfeiture of the contents of Madero’s two bank accounts.

New Orleans Woman Pleads Guilty To Health Care Fraud
ERIKA JAMES (“JAMES”), age 49, from New Orleans, Louisiana, pleaded guilty to one count of health care fraud on October 4,
2022. According to court documents, JAMES was a Denial Specialist at Company 1, a Federally Qualified Health Center and AIDS
Service Organization. From March 2020 through April 2021, JAMES created fraudulent invoices with falsified supporting documents,
such as explanation of benefits documents from insurance companies. JAMES endorsed checks that were issued to patients that were
in higher amounts than the usual range of the refund amount. JAMES made claims in the system that made it appear that patients came
into Company 1 and paid out of pocket for services. JAMES would have the Finance Department issue the patient refund check and
would then deposit the refund check into her personal bank account.
JAMES filed additional claims with the Louisiana Health Access Program (“LAHAP”) in December 2020 and told LAHAP to mail the
checks to her residence. The checks that were sent to JAMES’s residence were made out to Company 1. JAMES then proceeded to
deposit those checks into her personal bank account.
JAMES faces a possible maximum sentence of ten years’ imprisonment, up to three years of supervised release, up to a $250,000 fine,
and a mandatory $100 special assessment fee. Judge Sarah S. Vance set the sentencing hearing for January 25, 2023.

Foreign Medical Student Found Guilty In Home Health Fraud Scheme
Abudul Audu Azia Ozigi was convicted by a federal jury in Houston for conspiracy to commit health care fraud.
The jury deliberated for approximately three hours before convicting Ozigi following a three-day trial. At trial, co-conspirator Margaret
Arise testified that she owned numerous home health agencies in the Houston Area. She admitted she hired Ozigi to act in the role of a
physician to see patients in their homes.
Ozigi did not have a license to practice medicine in the United States and was also not under the supervision of a physician when he
treated patients.
Arise further testified Ozigi visited patients and qualified them for home health, when in fact, they did not need services. In addition,
recruiters were paid to provide patient information to bill them for home health services regardless of whether they needed care.
Arise, 63, Missouri City, was previously convicted and is currently pending sentencing.
At trial, Ozigi attempted to convince the jury he had no knowledge of fraud and did not have the intent to defraud Medicare. He testified
that he was merely seeing patients for Arise, despite not having any medical license in the United States and without being supervised
by a physician.
The jury did not believe defense claims and found Ozigi guilty as charged.
Ozigi faces up to 10 years in prison and a possible $250,000 fine.
Previously released on bond, Ozigi was taken into custody following the conviction where he will remain pending that hearing.

Guilty For Role In International Health Care Fraud Scheme
Nagaindra Srivastav pleaded guilty to conspiracy and kickback charges for his role in selling fraudulent doctors’ orders to his coconspirators, who used the orders to obtain at least $25 million in fraudulent payments from Medicare.
According to U.S. Attorney Buchanan, the charges and other information presented in court: Srivastav was the owner of B2B Apps
Solutions (“B2B”), a Florida-based company. Through B2B, Srivastav and his co-conspirators created and operated an internet-based
platform that individuals and businesses in the health care industry used for the purchase and sale of physician orders for Durable
Medical Equipment (“DME”), such as ankle, back, knee, or leg braces.
Through B2B, Srivastav paid and received remuneration for the referral of federal health care business. To accomplish this, Srivastav
created a website, RepsHub, in which DME companies and others uploaded potential DME-patient information, called “leads,” which
were generally obtained through telemarketing campaigns targeting beneficiaries for whom DME products could be billed. In addition,
and in conjunction with his selling of physician orders, Srivastav also offered and sold leads, which he obtained through call centers
controlled by himself and his co-conspirators.
Srivastav purchased the physicians’ orders that he sold to his customers from purported telemedicine companies based in the Philippines
and Pakistan. These orders lacked medical necessity, and Srivastav was notified on numerous occasions that the purported authorizing
physician had not actually spoken with the patient, signed the order, or prescribed the braces. Although Srivastav never personally
submitted claims to Medicare or any other health care program, he is responsible for at least $25 million in federal health care program
reimbursement.
Sentencing for Nagaindra Srivastav, 58, of Tampa, Florida, is scheduled for January 19, 2023, at 10:30 a.m., before U.S. District Judge
Steve C. Jones.
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Psychologist Convicted of Health Care Fraud Scheme
Renato F. Duarte, aka Ren Duarte, 63, of Chicago was convicted by a federal jury, Duarte, a licensed Illinois psychologist was found
to have defrauded Medicare over the course of several years by causing the submission of fraudulent claims for psychotherapy services
he never provided.
According to court documents and evidence presented at trial Duarte caused the submission of fraudulent Medicare claims from July
2016 through June 2019 for psychotherapy services purportedly provided to nursing home patients in Chicago and surrounding areas.
Duarte’s scheme included fraudulently billing for in person services on dates that Duarte was traveling outside of the country and
fraudulently billing for psychotherapy purportedly provided to patients who were deceased.
Duarte was convicted of four counts of health care fraud. He is scheduled to be sentenced on April 18, 2023 and faces a maximum
penalty of 10 years in prison on each count. A federal district court judge will determine any sentence after considering the U.S.
Sentencing Guidelines and other statutory factors.

Carter Healthcare Affiliates and Two Senior Managers to Pay $7.175 Million
Carter Healthcare LLC, an Oklahoma-based for-profit home health provider, its affiliates CHC Holdings and Carter-Florida
(collectively Carter Healthcare), and their President Stanley Carter and Chief Operations Officer Bradley Carter agreed to pay $7.175
million to resolve allegations that they violated the False Claims Act by billing the Medicare program for medically unnecessary therapy
provided to patients in Florida. Bradley Carter will pay $175,000, Stanley Carter will pay $75,000, and Carter Healthcare will pay the
remaining $6.925 million of the settlement.
Between 2014 and 2016, Carter Healthcare allegedly billed the Medicare Program knowingly and improperly for home healthcare to
patients in Florida based on therapy provided without regard to medical necessity and overbilled for therapy by upcoding patients’
diagnoses.
Both Carters agreed to be excluded from participation in all Federal health care programs for a period of five years pursuant to 42 U.S.C.
§ 1320a-7(b)(7), the statutory authority to exclude from federal health programs individuals or entities who engaged in fraud or
kickbacks.
Carter Healthcare also agreed to be bound by the terms of a corporate integrity agreement with the Department of Health and Human
Services – Office of Inspector General that requires the company to implement compliance measures designed to avoid or promptly
detect conduct similar to that which gave rise to the settlement.
The settlement includes the resolution of an action brought by Sharon Mahaffey and Mark Brimer, therapists formerly employed by
Carter Healthcare, under the qui tam or whistleblower provisions of the False Claims Act. These provisions permit a private party to file
an action on behalf of the United States for false claims and receive a portion of any recovery. The case is captioned U.S. ex rel. Mahaffey
and Brimer v. Carter Healthcare, Stanley Carter and Brad Carter, CV 16-80459 MARRA (S.D. Fla.). Mahaffey and Brimer will
together receive $1.3 million as their share of the settlement.
Contemporaneous with the settlement announced today, Carter Healthcare has agreed to pay an additional $22,948,004.54 to resolve
another qui tam action captioned U.S. ex rel. Duffield et al. v. CHC Holdings, LLC et al., Case No. 17-CV-826-HE (W.D. Okla.), brought
in the Western District of Oklahoma, which alleged that Carter Healthcare improperly paid remuneration to its home health medical
directors in Oklahoma and Texas for the purpose of inducing referrals of Medicare and TRICARE home health patients between 2013
and 2020.
ZIFL wonders why it took seven years to determine that the fraud was going on and why there is a civil rather than criminal solution
since if they are able to pay almost $29 million, they probably stole a great deal more or spent none of the money they stole.

Where a plaintiff admits to making false statements with the intent that his insurer relies on those statements, the issue of whether such
false statements were made need not be tried to a judge or jury. Similarly, whether a false statement was made knowingly and with the
intent to deceive the insurer is usually a question of fact but may be decided as a matter of law where the insured admits that he made
knowingly false statements with the intent that the insurer rely upon them because that is, by definition, fraud. [Ram v. Infinity Select
Ins., 807 F. Supp. 2d 843 (N.D. Cal. 2011)]
The materiality requirement is satisfied if the false statement concerns a subject relevant and germane to the insurer’s investigation as it
was then proceeding. Like credibility, whether a misrepresentation is sufficiently material to void the policy is generally a question of
fact for a jury to determine. [Eurospark Ind. v. Underwriters at Lloyds, 567 F.Supp.2d 345 (E.D. N.Y. 2008)]
The insured’s intent to deceive is determined from circumstances indicating the insured’s knowledge of the falsity of the representations
made in the application. [Burley v. New York Life Ins. Co., 179 So. 3d 922, 930 (La. App. 2015); and GeoVera Specialty Ins. Co. v.
Odoms (E.D. La. 2019)]
In Louisiana, the court concluded that it was established at an insured’s EUO that he made a false statement on the insurance application
regarding his wife’s involvement in a bankruptcy in the five years preceding the application. [GeoVera Specialty Ins. Co. v. Odoms (E.D.
La. 2019)]
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Odoms tried the Fifth Circuit only to learn that the Fifth Circuit concluded that GeoVera demonstrated that
Odoms knowingly misrepresented his wife’s bankruptcy, by her EUO testimony, status and that his
misrepresentation was material. Odoms failed to produce evidence sufficient to create a genuine dispute of
material fact as to any of the elements of GeoVera’s claim for rescission and the Fifth Circuit affirmed the
conclusion that the policy was rescinded from its inception. [GeoVera Specialty Ins. Co. v. Odoms (5th Cir.
2020)]
When a proof of loss submitted by an insured stated that certain bins involved in a fire had overall dimensions
of 20’ x 52’ x 30’ when in fact that bins measured 16’ x 30’ x 17.5’ the misrepresentation required an EUO to
clarify the claim and an explain the allegation that the insured simply made an “honest mistake.” The court faced
with the allegations concluded that it was inconceivable, however, that an insured could forget that there had
been a fire at his or her property, which caused significant damage, when asked about it only a few months after
its occurrence. The court’s review of the relevant transcripts revealed that the insured made so many
misrepresentations during the investigation of his claim and the litigation that he has been unable to keep straight what he has told AFI’s
investigator and attorney or even his own attorney. As a result, it became clear that there was a material misrepresentation by the insured
that allowed the insured to refuse to indemnify for breach of material conditions. [Thomas v. Armed Forces Ins. Exchange, Civil Case
No. 14-11441, United States District Court Eastern District of Michigan Southern Division (February 5, 2015]
In Nationwide Property & Casualty Insurance Company v. Brown, USDC, E.D. Michigan, 2017 WL 1436488 (2017) the court found
that Tamara Brown’s conduct making repeated false claims during an EUO, and the claim and settlement process entitled Nationwide
to summary judgment. The contract of insurance contains two relevant provisions.
1) the “concealment, fraud, or misrepresentation” provides, in relevant part, that Nationwide may void this policy or deny coverage
for a loss if any insured person or any other person seeking coverage under this policy has knowingly or unknowingly concealed or
misrepresented any material fact or engaged in fraudulent conduct in connection with the filing or settlement of any claim.
2) Relatedly, the policy contains conditions precedent to coverage requiring cooperation with the claims process and submission to
examinations under oath “as often as [Nationwide] reasonably require[s.]”
The source of the right to an examination under oath, as well as the procedures that govern such an examination, are also distinct. As
the Eleventh Circuit explained, “the right to obtain sworn statements” during an examination under oath “arises from the policy
provisions,” and the right is thus “contractual in nature.” In United States Fid. & Guar. Co. v. Welch, 854 F.2d 459, 461 & 461 n.1 (11th
Cir. 1988) the District Court did not ignore the distinction between a deposition and an examination under oath. For that reason, the
right to conduct such an examination is not to be confused with procedures authorized by statute for taking depositions. Generally, an
examination under oath is not the same as a deposition, and during an examination the examinee may properly lack certain ‘safeguards’
available to deponents
When the evidence is undisputed that an insurer undertook a thorough investigation and hired a professional engineer to complete an
inspection and assess the damages to plaintiff’s home prior to reaching its claim decision; when it paid plaintiff for living expenses; and
paid policy limits for the residence and its contents; the insurer also sought documentation from plaintiff to substantiate his claim for
the damage to tractors and conducted further investigation when plaintiff made inconsistent statements regarding whether the tractors
were used for personal or business purposes. It attempted to obtain further documentation from plaintiff and schedule an EUO on
numerous occasions. When plaintiff failed to appear for the EUO, the insurer denied his claim on the basis of his failure to submit the
requested documentation and sit for an EUO, as well as for his apparent misrepresentation, based on the unexplained inconsistencies in
plaintiff’s statements about the use of the tractors.
As a result, plaintiff could not satisfy the elements of a cause of action for bad faith refusal to pay a claim. Further, the insurer also had
a “reasonably legitimate or arguable reason” for refusing to pay plaintiff’s claim for the damage to his tractors, and plaintiff has presented
no evidence that the insurer lacked a debatable reason or that it had actual knowledge of the absence of any legitimate or arguable reason
for refusing to pay his claim. [Stewart v. Allstate Indem. Co., Slip Copy, 2014 WL 1338878 (N.D.Ala., 2014)] The case did not consider,
although it should have, whether the insurer was entitled to return of the monies paid for losses other than the tractors because his refusal
made the policy void.
In Wagnon v. State Farm Fire & Casualty Co., 146 F. 3d 764 (10th Cir. 1998), the court applied ageless law in Oklahoma that making a
false material statement in an EUO voids coverage. As long as the misrepresentations were made knowingly and deliberately, the intent
to deceive the insurer will be implied relying on Claflin v. Commonwealth Insurance, supra, 110 U.S. at 95.
In Wagnon, State Farm was advised not to pay a claim by counsel and by its investigator after the following facts were adduced:



the fire department advised State Farm that in the opinion of its captain, the insured burned down his own house;
the insured left the house 16 to 21 minutes before the fire department received an alarm; the fire traveled downhill and not just
uphill; and
 there were multiple points of origin, indicating to the fire department that an accelerant such as gasoline was used.
Furthermore, the insureds were in dire financial straits at the time of the fire, a fact about which one insured had spoken falsely in his
EUO.
The insureds had claimed assets of considerable value in the house in the inventory submitted to State Farm yet disclosed far less value
in assets to their creditors in their simultaneous bankruptcy petition. The court concluded that State Farm had no obligation to pay.
The insured, perhaps, forgot that statements made in a bankruptcy proceeding are made under oath as is the testimony at EUO, forcing
the insurer to determine which, contradictory statement under oath, is true when, in all probability, they were both false.
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In addition to false statements, failure to give complete responses to questions at an EUO concerning prior losses is sufficient to allow
the insurance company to deny the claim. “Plaintiff’s willful failure to make a full disclosure at the EUO invalidated the insurance
policy.” [Rickert v. Travelers Insurance Co., 159 App. Div. 2d 758, 551 N.Y.S. 2d 985, 987 (1990).]
In a case where I examined an insured at EUO about his claim of theft of jewelry that he claims were valued at over $50,000 he testified
that his bankruptcy petition, filed a year before that declared he had no more than $500 in jewelry, he testified he did so in order to keep
his jewelry from his creditors. The US Attorney tried the insured for bankruptcy fraud and convicted him because his testimony at EUO
admitted to a fraudulent bankruptcy petition. It is imperative, therefore, whenever there is a near in time bankruptcy to a loss to determine
whether the insured lied at the EUO or when he filed a bankruptcy petition.
An insured was found to have breached an automobile insurance contract by making knowingly false statements as to material matters
with intent to deceive an insurer, so as to void policy under California law. During the investigation of his vehicle theft claim, the insured
produced a W–2 form indicating he earned $90,000 in 2007. However, he later admitted he knew his income for that year did not exceed
$50,000 and the W–2 was created for the insurer and never submitted to government. He also admitted he provided false information
about his previous car insurance in EUO (EUO) and in affidavit submitted to insurer, and falsely testified in EUO that he had never
before been victim of a vehicle theft, and he admitted to making knowingly false statements with intent that insurer
rely on those statements. [Ram v. Infinity Select Ins., 807 F.Supp.2d 843 (2011)]
In Thomas v. Armed Forces Ins. Exchange, supra. the undisputed evidence established that AFI was entitled to
void the Policy based on Thomas’ false statements. When he applied for coverage Thomas informed Defendant’s
representative that there had been no losses at the Property in the past five years and that the Property needed no
repairs or improvements. These statements were false, as in fact a fire had occurred at the Property the day before
which caused substantial damage. In an affidavit submitted in support of his response brief, Thomas stated that
“[he] called at 11 AM on November 25, 2013 to obtain insurance coverage as [he] was about to evict the tenants
and move into the home.”
According to the fire incident report, the time of the alarm for the fire on that date was 11:38 a.m. Presumably,
Thomas misrepresented that the fire had not occurred when he made the above statements. As a result, Thomas was not entitled to relief
on his breach of contract claim against AFI.
The District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana found that State Farm carried its burden in proving that the insureds made false
statements to State Farm in support of their claim. There is no genuine dispute regarding the fact that the insured gave his representative
an extensive list of electronics (by way of a prior report from a company that indisputably vanished without a trace) and supplied some
pricing information so that representative would generate a report purporting to independently estimate the value of the electronics so
that the insured could give the report to State Farm in support of his insurance claim. Nor is there any dispute that the insured’s
representative never went to the insured’s house for the purposes of independently investigating the status of the list of items the insured
supplied to him. As a result, if the evidence could be established to a trier of fact (judge or jury) the claim was properly denied for failure
to truthfully present his claim and testify honestly at EUO. [Simon v. State Farm Fire and Cas. Co., Slip Copy, 43 So.3d 990, 2014 WL
5782881 (E.D.La., 2014).]
In Washington state a person loses his right to indemnity and is guilty of perjury in the second degree if, in an examination under oath
under the terms of a contract of insurance, or with intent to mislead a public servant in the performance of his or her duty, he or she
makes a materially false statement, which he or she knows to be false under an oath required or authorized by law. However, after
reviewing the facts, the court in State v. Arquette178 Wash.App. 273, 314 P.3d 426 (2013) reversed the conviction because the testimony
was insufficient to prove the insured’s intent to deceive as required by the perjury statute.
Adapted from my book The Examination Under Oath to Resolve Insurance Claims Available as a Kindle book Available as a
paperback. Available as a hardcover.

Is a Law Firm Attempting Fraud When it Files 1,642 Suits in two Weeks
McClenny, Moseley and Associates, a law firm, was threatened by a federal judge in Louisiana to fine the Houston-based law firm
$200 for each duplicate or baseless lawsuit he finds among the 1,642 that the firm has filed against insurers for alleged hurricane
damages.
US District Court Judge James D. Cain Jr. on Oct. 21 ordered the law firm to submit hard copies of retention or engagement contracts
with each of the named plaintiffs in lawsuits that the law firm filed seeking to recover damages allegedly caused by Hurricanes Laura
and Delta, which both struck Louisiana in 2020.
The order states:
Plaintiffs’ counsel [must] submit directly to the chambers of the undersigned, within ten (10) days of this Order, a
hard copy of the retention and/or engagement contracts for each client for an in camera inspection for the cases
identified in the attached Report of “Cases Filed by McClenny, Moseley, & Associates.” Each retention/client and/or
engagement contract shall clearly identify the lawsuit’s caption and civil action number as filed in this Court in all of
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the Hurricanes Laura and/or Delta as reflected in the attached Report. After the in camera inspection, the Court will
determine which, if any, of the submitted documents shall be filed into their respective cases UNDER SEAL.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the McClenny, Moseley, and Associates law firm is sanctioned $200.00 (1) per
duplicate lawsuit, (2) per any lawsuit that was previously settled and/or dismissed, and (3) any filing for damage
outside the typical geographical area where reported damage was caused by Hurricanes Laura and/or Delta that must
be dismissed by this Court. McClenny, Moseley, and Associates is to identify the duplicate lawsuits and prepare
motions to dismiss that the court had already determined that the McClenny Moseley firm has filed duplicate lawsuits,
lawsuits for claims that were already settled and lawsuits for damage to properties that were outside of the geographical
area where the hurricanes were known to cause damage.
The order prohibits any the lawsuits from being “mass mediated, litigated or settled.” And stayed all of the known duplicated cases.
Insurance defense attorney Steve Badger, a partner with the Zelle law firm in Dallas, said the prohibition against mass settlements is the
most important part of the order.
The law firm, founded by James M. McClenny and Zach Moseley, employs 14 attorneys and works with five “of counsel” lawyers,
according to its website. Most of the team is based in Houston, but three attorneys work in a New Orleans office.
McClenny Moseley employs four people just for marketing, according to its website. The law firm makes no secret about its ambition
to file lawsuits in bulk.
One of the New Orleans attorneys, partner William Huye, appears in a documentary-style marketing video posted on Facebook by
Disaster Solutions, a restoration contractor. Huye tells the camera operator that his team is racing to file claims before the end of the
day.
The volume of litigation caught the attention of Judge Cain, who is with the District Court for Western Louisiana in Alexandria. He
ordered the McClenny Moseley law firm to appear for an October 20 hearing to explain why they had filed hundreds of lawsuits within
the span of several weeks. His order, issued the next day, includes a spreadsheet that lists 1,642 lawsuits filed by the law firm from Aug.
8 to Oct. 13. Some are specious, the order says.
Hurricane Ian has given McClenny Moseley another opportunity to sign up new clients. A note on its Facebook page urges “fellow
Floridians” to contact the firm “to hold your insurance company accountable.”

Carolina Company CFO Ordered to Pay Restitution to Insurer in $2 Million Embezzlement
Samuel Allen Mouzon, 62, the former chief financial officer for a Carolina-based manufacturing supply company must spend more
than three years in prison and repay $2 million he embezzled, which includes payments made by the firm’s insurance carrier.
Mouzon, for 20 years was CFO at Air Power Inc., headquartered in High Point, North Carolina. He was sentenced October 25, 2022
to 41 months in federal prison, three years of supervised release, and fines and restitution, according to federal court records and local
news reports. As part of that, he must forfeit $500,000 in cash, a beach condominium, two houses, cars, golf carts, boats and other
property that he purchased with the illicit proceeds, federal prosecutors said.
The statement and court records did not reveal the name of the insurance company that covered the company’s losses, and an assistant
U.S. attorney said she did not know. The statement and several court filings also did not name Mouzon’s employer, but his LinkedIn
web page and a local TV news report notes that he worked for Air Power. The company began as an assembly supplier for High Point
furniture makers in the late 1960s, and now has operations across the South and in Mexico, its website shows.
Mouzon was charged in June after investigators found that he had skimmed $2.04 million from a company account. That included some
$750,000 in federal pandemic relief funds, prosecutors said.
After Air Power’s founder and owner died in 2017, Mouzon had access to a bank account that only he and the owner were aware of,
according to local news reports. From 2017 through 2021, the man used the funds to repeatedly purchase luxury items and property for
himself and his family, prosecutors said.
Mouzon employed three methods to facilitate the scheme, the charges show:


He had third-party checks to his employer deposited into the secret BB&T account rather than the company’s operating account;



he used wire transfers to move funds into the secret account;



he had checks drawn on the operating account deposited into the secret account.



He then wrote checks from the BB&T account, which were deposited into his personal bank account and were used to pay his
credit cards and loans on cars and boats.
The documents did not indicate how the theft came to light, but investigators from the U.S. Secret Service and the U.S. Small Business
Administration were involved.
After his arrest and forfeiture orders, Mouzon was unable to afford a defense attorney, and the court appointed one to represent him,
records show.

Lawyer Marc Elefant Pled Guilty in $31M Trip-and-Fall Insurance Fraud Scheme
Marc Elefant pled guilty to one count of conspiracy to commit wire fraud in connection the scheme to obtain millions of dollars in
fraudulent insurance reimbursements and other compensation from fraudulent trip-and-fall accidents
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Elefant is the third defendant to plead guilty this year. Two other defendants — Adrian Alexander, the owner of a litigation funding
company, and Sady Ribeiro, a pain management doctor and surgeon — pled guilty earlier this year. Alexander pled guilty to one count
of conspiracy to commit wire fraud in August. Ribeiro pled guilty to one count of conspiracy to commit wire fraud and one count of
conspiracy to commit mail fraud in September.
Elefant and others were involved in a scheme in which they defrauded businesses and insurance companies by arranging for staged tripand-fall accidents throughout the New York City area and then filing fraudulent lawsuits.
All defendants pled guilty before U.S. District Judge Sidney H. Stein.
Elefant faces a maximum sentence of five years in prison. As part of his plea agreement, Elefant will forfeit $955,281 to the U.S. and to
make restitution in the amount of $1,486,000. Elefant is scheduled to be sentenced on January 25, 2023.
In the course of the fraud scheme, participants recruited more than 400 patients. The defendants, together with others known and
unknown, attempted to defraud the victims of more than $31,000,000.
The patients were encouraged and, in some cases, paid to receive ongoing chiropractic and medical treatment from certain chiropractors
and doctors. Their legal and medical fees were usually paid for by litigation funding companies,
As part of their plea agreements, Ribeiro agreed to forfeit $513,005 and to make restitution in the amount of $3,928,133 while Alexander
agreed to forfeit $659,001 and to make restitution in the amount of $3,928,133, according to officials.
Ribeiro is scheduled to be sentenced on January 5, 2023. Alexander is scheduled to be sentenced on November 30, 2022.
Three other members of the scheme were sentenced to prison terms in 2020.
Failure to pay should result in the defendants staying in prison until paid.

Jon Woods, a Workers’ Compensation Applicant Attorney Sentenced to Four Years in State Prison
Jon Woods, 61, of Cypress, was convicted in August of 37 felony counts of insurance fraud along with an aggravated white-collar
crime sentencing enhancement. Woods, a workers’ compensation applicant attorney was sentenced in October 2022 to four years in
state prison and ordered to pay over $700,000 in restitution to seventeen different insurance carriers for participating in two separate
insurance fraud referral schemes.
Woods was one of ten workers’ compensation applicant attorneys charged by the Orange County District Attorney’s Office in June
2017 as a result of a complex insurance fraud investigation. Charges were also filed against Carlos Arguello, Fermin Iglesias, and
Edgar Gonzalez, along with four chiropractors, and several employees working for Carlos Arguello. Carlos Arguello, his employees,
and Fermin Iglesias have all pleaded guilty in their Orange County Superior Court cases. Arguello and Iglesias were also charged in
federal court for violating federal laws related to their scheme with medical providers, resulting in a four-year federal sentence for
Arguello and a five-year federal prison sentence for Iglesias.
Woods was found guilty of participating in two different insurance fraud schemes — one with a “marketer” named Carlos Arguello,
and the other with a subpoena company owner named Edgar Gonzalez. From 2011 to 2016, Woods paid Carlos Arguello for workers’
compensation clients procured through Arguello’s attorney marketing business, Centro Legal International, and later Tu Justicia
Legal, as well as Centro de Abogados.
Targeting mainly Hispanic neighborhoods across the State, Arguello’s business handed out more than four million business-card-sized
flyers per month to attract prospective workers’ compensation clients for Arguello’s “marketing” scheme. The flyers contained different
toll-free numbers that all rang to a call center located in Tijuana, Mexico. The call center operators served as a sales force, responsible
for securing clients for Arguello’s attorneys by conferring with staff of various law firms about the callers’ cases, and then dispatching
a “sign-up” representative from Arguello’s network to the caller’s home within 24-48 hours to sign legal paperwork to hire the law firm
and start the injury claim. Arguello distributed clients to law firms based on the amount each law firm paid Arguello for clients that
month.
In addition to paying a monthly fee for obtaining clients, Woods also sent records subpoena work to companies controlled and operated
by Carlos Arguello, in an amount equal to the number of clients he received from Arguello. Arguello’s scheme required that all clients
procured through Arguello’s “marketing” would be sent to clinics chosen by Arguello’s organization. Like the lawyers participating in
his scheme, a group of doctors or chiropractors were also paying Arguello for workers’ compensation patients.
California’s workers’ compensation laws prohibit any person from paying for referral of business that would be billed through workers’
compensation insurance and prohibit acceptance of such business in exchange for any kind of payment, benefit or compensation. At
trial, representatives of seventeen different workers’ compensation insurance companies testified that their companies would not have
paid any of the bills received from a records subpoena company if they knew that the services rendered were a result of an unlawful
referral scheme.
Woods was also found guilty of participating in a second fraud scheme in which he referred additional records subpoena work to USA
Photocopy, a subpoena company owned by Edgar Gonzalez. Gonzalez paid various business expenses for Woods’ law firm as a bribe
to receive the firm’s records subpoena work, including paying salaries for several entry-level employees who worked at Woods’ law
firm, and paying bills for shredding costs, copier maintenance, new scanners, as well as an overseas back-office assistant.

Fraud Discovered After Perpetrator’s Death
The home of well-known fraud perpetrator Johnny Lew is again of interest to the local police.
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Three decades after a car was reported stolen in Northern California, police are digging the missing convertible out of the yard of a $15
million mansion built by a man with a history of arrests for murder, attempted murder and insurance fraud.
The convertible Mercedes Benz, filled with bags of unused concrete, was discovered in October by landscapers in the affluent town of
Atherton in Silicon Valley. Although cadaver dogs alerted to possible human remains none had been found more than 24 hours after
technicians with the San Mateo County Crime Lab began excavating the car.
Police believe the car was buried 4 to 5 feet deep in the backyard of the home sometime in the 1990s – before the current owners bought
the home. The car was reported stolen in September 1992 in nearby Palo Alto.
Atherton Police Cmdr. Daniel Larsen said the dogs could be reacting to human remains, old bones, blood, vomit, or a combination of
those things. The sprawling home with a pool and tennis court was built by a man with a history of arrests for murder, attempted murder
and insurance fraud, his daughter, Jacq Searle, told the San Francisco Chronicle. She said the family lived at the property in the 1990s,
which is when Atherton police believe the car was buried and that her father had died in 2015 in Washington state.
In 1966, Lew was found guilty of murdering a 21-year-old woman in Los Angeles County. He was released from prison after the
California Supreme Court reversed the conviction in 1968, citing hearsay evidence that should not have been allowed at trial, The
Chronicle reported, citing court records. Records showed that in 1977 Lew was convicted of two counts of attempted murder, also in
Los Angeles County, and spent three years in prison.
In the late 1990s, Lew was arrested for insurance fraud after he hired undercover police officers to take a $1.2 million yacht “out west
of the Golden Gate Bridge into international waters and put it on the bottom.” There is a good probability that some insurer paid for the
allegedly stolen Mercedes.

Ohio Attorney with Inactive License Sentenced to Prison for Insurance Fraud
Anthony Fusco, of Youngstown, Ohio a former attorney, was sentenced on October 7, 2022 in the Mahoning County Court of Common
Pleas to 18 months in prison for felony insurance fraud. Fusco was taken into custody after the sentencing hearing.
A department investigation revealed that Fusco altered and inflated client medical bills to defraud insurance companies of nearly $1
million. A telecommunications fraud charge was dropped as part of a guilty plea agreement.
Fusco, a pre-litigation attorney who worked for Kisling, Nestico & Redick, knowingly submitted inflated medical bills as part of bodily
injury insurance claim settlements submitted to insurance companies. Knowingly submitting a false or deceptive statement as part of an
application for insurance or insurance claim is a violation of Ohio law.
An audit of approximately 1,400 claim settlements Fusco handled between March 2017 and September 2019 revealed inflated medical
bills had been included in 399 client claims submitted to 62 insurance companies. The medical bills were inflated by $859,464.44.
Fusco resigned from his position with Kisling, Nestico & Redick in October 2019. He joined the firm in December of 2015,
approximately one month after admittance to the practice of law. According to the Ohio Supreme Court website, Fusco’s law license is
inactive.

Guilty of Workers’ Compensation Fraud
Nicholas Dragonetti, 49, and Vito Dragonetti, 53, pleaded guilty to offering a false instrument for filing, and their companies,
Dragonetti Brothers Landscaping and D.B. Demolition, pleaded guilty to insurance fraud between 2017 and 2019.
They admitted to evading more than $1 million in insurance premiums by misclassifying workers for financial gain. Since 1998, the
Long Island brothers have secured more than 100 city contracts for park landscaping and maintenance, as well as for sidewalk
reconstruction and pedestrian crosswalk ramp construction, according to the DA’s office.
These “higher-risk” jobs typically require workers to use heavy machinery to demolish and replace pavement and ramps, and
accordingly, a higher workers’ compensation insurance classification.
The duo bid on and won contracts for excavation, sidewalk reconstruction and pedestrian ramp replacement for residential blocks
throughout the city, totaling millions of dollars, while falsely classifying 217 laborers, foremen and heavy-equipment operators as
florists, office workers or sales representatives.
The district attorney’s office said that through this scheme, the two avoided paying more than $1.1 million in insurance premiums
between 2017 and 2019 by intentionally misclassifying numerous employees on their applications to the New York State Insurance
Fund for workers’ compensation insurance in order to avoid paying required premiums.
In the same period, D.B. Demolition evaded more than $81,000 in insurance premiums by misclassifying a number of employees in
NYSIF paperwork by claiming the individuals were office workers.
Prosecutors said that simultaneously, the employees were listed as commercial drivers in paperwork filed with the New York City
Business Integrity Commission, the organization in charge of regulating the city’s private carting industry.
Both agreed to pay $1.2 million in restitution to the New York State Insurance Fund as part of their plea agreement, and they were
barred from bidding on any future contracts with the New York City Department of Design and Construction and BIC for the next three
years. The ban also includes any other companies where the brothers hold more than 10% ownership.
Their plea agreement also stipulates further actions, such as the appointment of a managing director for the landscaping company and
the placement of independent monitors in their companies for a three-year period.
To ZIFL: If the brothers have the $1.2 million to pay, they probably took more than the amount of restitution they are paying.
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Insurance Fraud is International
Tan Lek Keong, 28, of Singapore, was jailed for eight months and 12 weeks and fined $4,400 and was also disqualified from driving
for 10 months from the date of his release. After staging a road accident, he convinced his entire family to commit insurance fraud.
He pleaded guilty to one count each of abetment by conspiracy to do a rash act and abetment by conspiracy to give false information,
and two counts of abetment by conspiracy to cheat. Another four charges of engaging in a conspiracy to cheat were taken into
consideration during sentencing.
Tan worked for Teamwork Garage from February to May 2021 and was responsible for finding customers involved in accidents and
explaining to them the benefits of getting their cars repaired at his workshop instead of authorized workshops.
In March 2021, Tan and two colleagues from the workshop - Chew Kuo Choon, 25, and Koh Yi Ming, 28 - agreed to stage an accident
using Tan’s car and lodge fraudulent insurance claims. This was so Chew could get commission for referring the damaged car to the
workshop, and Tan could get free repairs for his car and any money from injury and damage claims.
On March 24, Tan drove Chew and Koh around trying to stage an accident but failed. The next day, they agreed Koh would drive
instead, but Tan would falsely claim to be the driver. Only the three of them were in the car.
At around 11:20 a. m., they intentionally collided with a car along Marymount Road, damaging its bumper, which subsequently cost
$200 to repair. No one was injured in the collision. Tan pretended to be the driver of the car, and later took his parents, wife and brother
to a doctor. They all lied about experiencing pain in their necks and lower backs as a result of the accident, even though Tan’s family
members were all at home during the “incident”.
All five of them were given medical leave from March 25 to 29. Tan also made a false police report on March 26, lying that he was the
driver of the car, and his family members were in the car with him. False insurance claims were then made against Liberty Insurance
through Teamwork Garage. In total, the claims for property damage and personal injury to Tan and his family amounted to more than
$70,000. None of the money was paid out in the end.
But Tan received $1,000 from Chew and Koh for using his family members as phantom passengers, and also around $2,500 for the
vehicle damage and $900 for his personal injury claim from Teamwork Garage as commission for allowing his car to be repaired there.
Deputy Public Prosecutor Seah Ee Wei said that while Tan’s charges were for abetment, his role was closer to that of a mastermind who
had “marshalled his entire family to act as phantom passengers”. Koh and Chew’s cases are still before the courts, while Tan’s family
members have not been charged. Tan is expected to begin serving his sentence on Nov 1. If he does not pay the fine by then, he will
have to serve an additional two weeks’ jail as default. For each charge of abetting by conspiracy to cheat, Tan could have been jailed
for up to 10 years and fined.
ZIFL notes that insurance fraud perpetrators are treated kindly by the courts with a sentence much less than possible in the law.

Kennewick Man Pleads Guilty to Conspiracy to Obstruct an Official Proceeding, Lying to the FBI, and for
his role in a Staged Accident Scheme
Defendant Attempted to Make the Case Go Away by Falsely Accusing an FBI Agent and Another Individual Defendant Suspected
was an FBI Informant of Soliciting a $20,000 Bribe
Ali Abed Yaser, age 52 of Kennewick, Washington pleaded guilty to conspiracy to obstruct an official proceeding, making false
statements to the FBI, conspiracy to commit mail and wire fraud, conspiracy to commit healthcare fraud, and two counts of mail fraud.
Yaser faces the following possible maximum statutory sentences: 20 years for each count of mail fraud, conspiracy to commit mail fraud
and wire fraud, and conspiracy to obstruct official proceedings; 10 years for conspiracy to commit healthcare fraud; and 5 years for
making a materially false statement to the FBI. The court also may impose a fine up to $250,000, the payment of restitution, and a 5year term of court supervision. United States District Judge Mary K. Dimke will determine any sentence after considering the U.S.
Sentencing Guidelines and other statutory factors. Yaser is scheduled to be sentenced on January 16, 2023, at 1:00 p.m. in Richland,
Washington.
According to court documents, in February 2019, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) opened an official investigation into
allegations that several individuals were involved in a scheme to defraud insurance companies by staging automobile accidents, and
filing false and fraudulent claims with insurance companies, in violation of federal criminal laws. As part of the investigation, the FBI
used a confidential human source (CHS) who covertly recorded conversations with individuals suspected of being involved in the staged
accident scheme. A federal grand jury in the Eastern District of Washington later convened to further investigate Yaser and his codefendants’ scheme.
During the investigation, the FBI discovered that on May 28, 2019, Yaser staged an automobile accident on County Route 12 in Benton
County, Washington. The staged accident involved a Hyundai Sonata, driven by another individual being purposely driven into a Lexus
IS driven by Yaser. At the time, a credit union had a lien of approximately $30,018.78 on the Lexus. Yaser subsequently filed fraudulent
insurance claims representing that he was involved in an accident and suffered bodily injury and wage loss. Yaser was never injured
because he was not even in the vehicle at impact. An insurance company paid Yaser and others approximately $126,990.
In May 2020, the FBI executed warrants to search several residences in Washington and California for evidence of federal crimes.
Afterward, Yaser held a meeting at his residence because he suspected someone was providing information to the FBI and warned the
CHS to be careful of that person.
In August 2020, Yaser told the CHS that he learned that the individual Yaser suspected was an FBI informant recently visited the CHS.
Yaser admonished the CHS for not calling him when the suspected informant visited the CHS. Yaser told the CHS that he would have
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come over to his residence, closed the garage door, shut off the security system cameras, and killed the individual he suspected was the
FBI informant. Yaser told the CHS “they would not have recognized his face from his foot.”
Yaser further encouraged the CHS to call the person Yaser thought was the FBI informant and to convince the person to meet with
Yaser at his residence. Yaser directed the CHS to send an audio-recording of a conversation between the CHS and the suspected
informant. Yasir told the CHS, “the recording, you know, will not go to the government.” A few days later, Yaser met with the CHS
and discussed plans to file a false, fictitious, and fraudulent complaint against the FBI case agent and the suspected FBI informant. Yaser
also sought to persuade others to support this plan to make false allegations against the FBI case agent and the suspected informant.
Specifically, Yaser wanted an audio recording of the suspected informant that Yaser could exploit and use to discredit the FBI agent in
the case against Yaser.
In late August 2020, Yaser discussed fabricating a story to communicate to the local police and the FBI in furtherance of the scheme to
discredit the FBI case agent and the individual Yaser suspected was an FBI informant and to make them unavailable as witnesses.
Yaser’s ultimate goal was to have the FBI agent removed from the case. Yaser stated in sum and substance, “We will file a complaint
with the police and the police will forward it to them [FBI]” and “[t]he police will turn it upside down on them, it won’t take half an
hour and it would reach them.”
In September 2020, when interviewed by the FBI, Yaser tried to make the case against him go away by falsely accusing the FBI case
agent, and the individual Yaser suspected of being an FBI informant, of soliciting approximately a $20,000 bribe from a third person.
In doing so, Yaser engaged in misleading conduct toward the FBI agents with the intention of hindering, delaying, and preventing
communication to these officers and a judge of the United States, of information relating to the commission and possible commission
of federal offenses. He also attempted to corruptly obstruct, influence, and impede an official proceeding, that is, a federal grand jury
proceeding and a criminal proceeding before a judge and court of the United States.

Insurance Agent Gets 11 Years For Defrauding Clients
Koreasa “Kory” M. Williams, 47, a Tucson insurance agent was sentenced in December to more than four years in
prison. She admitted to defrauding clients and will be spending more time in prison in connection with a Green Valley
case.
Williams, 47, was sentenced Sept. 30, 20022 in U.S. District Court of Arizona to 11 years and three months in federal
prison after pleading guilty in April to two counts of wire fraud involving two victims. She also was ordered to pay
nearly $1.4 million in restitution to one victim and $50,000 to the heirs of another.
Williams was already serving a 51-month term after she was sentenced December 17, 2021 for defrauding nine clients of her GLAM
Insurance Services, which did business as Williams and Associates. She had several clients in the Green Valley area. The two sentences
will be served concurrently except for six months because Williams committed a crime while on release.

Wire fraud
In the first case, Williams was indicted November 23 on two counts of wire fraud involving three checks from a client totaling $50,000.
Williams was supposed to invest the money but instead deposited it into her personal bank account and used the funds “to her own use
and benefit,” according to the indictment. The wire fraud — electronic transfers of checks to her own account — occurred in 2017 and
2018, according to court documents.
Cover-up
The second six-count indictment on December 8 involved a Green Valley man defrauded of nearly $1.4 million. According to the
indictment, Williams “needed money to ‘pay-off’ the victims of an earlier scheme” — a reference to the case that landed her the 51month term. The indictment said Williams was attempting to head off a criminal investigation and a probe by the Arizona Department
of Insurance.
According to the indictment, Williams met the Green Valley man in September 2018, and “fraudulently ingratiated herself” and
“developed a relationship with him and caused him to trust the defendant’s financial advice and counsel.”
In October 2018, she convinced him to “unnecessarily transfer several of his investments into several annuities,” resulting in substantial
commissions to her “but to the financial detriment” of her client, according to the indictment. By November 2018, Williams’ earlier
fraud scheme “began to unravel,” according to the indictment. She hatched a plan to stay out of trouble, but it meant she needed access
to more money, according to the indictment.
Williams retained a Tucson law firm through which she planned to repay the nine victims in the earlier case, telling the law firm she had
“a rich uncle in Green Valley” who would loan her the money to pay the debts. She knew her Green Valley client had the money because
she had convinced him to cancel several life insurance policies in November 2018 and place the $1 million in proceeds into what he
thought was a new annuity, according to records. He was actually writing a check to the law firm. In January and February 2019, nearly
$864,000 of his money was used to pay back Williams’ victims, according to court documents.
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Still, Williams was short of the cash needed to settle a 2016 civil lawsuit filed against her, her husband and GLAM. Her client declined
a request to loan her $400,000 but was convinced to make a $100,000 loan he thought was an investment in her GLAM insurance
company. He gave her another $120,000 in June 2019, though he couldn’t recall what it was supposed to be used for, according to the
indictment, but said it was not for Williams’ personal use.
Williams obtained another $124,252 from the victim in late 2019, “through her fraudulent use of In Its Time,” a nonprofit “ministry”
she had set up. The victim was told he could transfer money to the nonprofit until his own charitable foundation was set up to provide
for his special needs daughter. That never happened and Williams used the money for herself, according to the indictment on six counts
of wire fraud. In April 2022, she pleaded guilty to two Class C Felony counts.

2 More Defendants Plead Guilty in New Orleans Staged Auto Collision Scheme
Herbert Allen, age 37, and Dion Ridley, age 23, agreed to plead guilty to count one (1) of their indictment, charging Conspiracy to
Commit Mail Fraud in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 371. In pleading guilty, each defendant faces a maximum
penalty of five (5) years’ imprisonment; a term of supervised release of up to three (3) years; and a fine up to $250,000.00, or the greater
of twice the gross gain to the defendant or twice the gross loss to any person under Title 18, United States Code, Section 3571, as well
as a mandatory special assessment fee of $100.00. The guilty pleas brings the total number of defendants convicted in Operation
Sideswipe to 41.
As part of their plea, the defendants admitted to conspiring to commit mail fraud in connection with a staged automobile collision. In
the scheme, Allen falsely claimed that he was the driver of a car that was struck by a tractor-trailer on June 28, 2017. Ridley, a passenger
in the car, falsely claimed that Allen was driving the car when they were struck by a tractor-trailer. In fact, the government’s evidence
showed that the defendants conspired with Damien Labeaud (“Labeaud”), Roderick Hickman (“Hickman”), and others to
intentionally collide Allen’s 2007 Chevrolet Impala with a tractor-trailer in the area of Tchoupitoulas Street and Calliope Street in New
Orleans.
Both defendants lied in civil depositions, falsely claiming that Allen was driving the car that collided with the tractor-trailer, when in
fact Hickman was driving the car and intentionally hit the tractor-trailer. Both defendants hoped that, through their false statements, they
would secure lucrative monetary settlements from the owner, driver, and insurer of the tractor-trailer.
Sentencing is set for both defendants on February 15, 2023, before United States District Judge Sarah S. Vance.

Minnesota Man Pleads Guilty to Arson, Insurance Fraud He Blamed on Politics
Denis Molla, 30, of Brooklyn Center, Minnesota falsely reported to law enforcement in September 2020 that someone had lit his camper
on fire and that three unknown males were near his home when he heard an explosion. Molla pleaded guilty to filing fraudulent insurance
claims for a staged arson he attempted to portray as a politically motivated attack.
Molla told officials his garage door was vandalized with a spray painted Antifa symbol and words stating, “Biden 2020” and “BLM.”
He claimed his camper was targeted because it had a Trump 2020 flag displayed on it.
Police discovered that Molla started his own property on fire and spray painted the graffiti on his own garage. He them submitted
multiple insurance claims seeking coverage for the damage to his garage, camper, vehicles, and residence caused by the fire, court
documents show.
Molla also created and allowed others to start two GoFundMe accounts to benefit Molla and his family. In total, Molla submitted more
than $300,000 in fraudulent insurance claims, of which he received approximately $61,000 from his insurance company. Molla also
received more than $17,000 from individual donors via GoFundMe.
Molla pleaded guilty to one count of wire fraud.

LeClair, Iowa Woman Found Guilty of Insurance Fraud Sentenced to Probation and Restitution
Sara Weisbeck, age 47, of LeClair, Iowa was found guilty on October 7, 2022, in Scott County District Court of one count of Insurance
Fraud (Class D Felony) and one count of Identity Theft (Class D Felony) following an investigation by the Iowa Insurance Division’s
Fraud Bureau.
The investigation began in December 2019 after the Iowa Insurance Division’s Fraud Bureau received information indicating Weisbeck
had provided false information to her insurer when filing an insurance claim. She had alleged a lightning strike caused a power surge
within her residence and destroyed over $7,000 of her personal belongings.
The investigation determined that specific items Weisbeck reported to her insurer as destroyed were not within the residence when the
lightning strike occurred. It also determined that Weisbeck facilitated the removal of windows from within her residence and falsely
reported that the power surge blew the windows from the house. The investigation also determined that emails submitted to Weisbeck’s
insurer, which were authored in the name of her landlord and supported her insurance claim, were fictitious and had been fabricated.
|Following her guilty conviction, Weisbeck was placed on supervised probation for two years and ordered to pay a civil penalty of
$2,357.50. Weisbeck must also pay victim restitution in the amount of $1,240 for the damaged windows.
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Des Moines Man Pleads Guilty to Insurance Fraud – Five Year Suspended Sentence
Sang Nguyen, age 47, of Des Moines, pled guilty on October 4, 2022, to one count of Insurance Fraud - Application Submission (Class
D Felony) following an investigation by the Iowa Insurance Division’s Fraud Bureau.
The investigation began in June of 2022 after the Iowa Insurance Division’s Fraud Bureau received information indicating Nguyen had
provided false information to an insurer when purchasing full coverage automobile insurance.
The investigation determined that after Nguyen’s motorcycle was involved in a single vehicle collision and sustained over $3,000 in
damage, he contacted an insurer to purchase auto insurance coverage. During the purchase Nguyen provided false information about the
existing damage to his motorcycle and was granted full coverage automotive insurance. Days later, Nguyen filed an insurance claim
alleging that the pre-existing damage occurred after he obtained the insurance coverage. Nguyen’s intent was to receive insurance
benefits to which he was not entitled. Nguyen was arrested on July 20, 2022.
Following his guilty plea, Nguyen received a five year suspended prison sentence and was placed on supervised probation for two years.
Nguyen was also ordered to pay a fine of $1,025.
Iowans with information about insurance fraud are encouraged to contact the Iowa Insurance Division’s Fraud Bureau at 515-654-6556.

11 Years in Prison for Taking Part in Attempted Murder Scheme to Kill for Life Insurance Money
Pamela Buchbinder, 52 was sentenced after the sensational 2012 love-gone-wrong case — despite a last-ditch, unhinged effort to
reverse her guilty plea. Buchbinder, a Manhattan psychiatrist was sentenced to 11 years in prison Tuesday for her role in the grisly
sledgehammer attack of her so-called “baby daddy” nearly a decade ago.
The disgraced psychiatrist admitted last month to being involved in the attempted murder scheme on her ex-lover and fellow shrink, Dr.
Michael Weiss. But during her sentencing in Manhattan Supreme Court, Buchbinder suddenly tried to withdraw her plea and fire her
lawyers after claiming she hadn’t taken her meds on the day she agreed to the deal.
She also tried to insist she was high off second-hand smoke that day because people in the holding facility had been smoking synthetic
marijuana near her. A furious Justice Thomas Farber quickly rejected her motion, saying Buchbinder “appeared perfectly fine and
perfectly coherent” when she agreed to the plea deal.
Buchbinder pleaded guilty September 7, 2022 to first-degree attempted assault and burglary over the Nov. 12, 2012, hit on Weiss. As
part of her deal, she dodged an attempted murder charge that could have landed her up to 25 years in jail if she was convicted at trial.
Weiss, in a victim impact statement on Tuesday, told the court he was grateful to avoid a trial — but that he feared the day Buchbinder
would be eventually released.
Prosecutors said Buchbinder had manipulated her younger, bipolar cousin, Jacob Nolan, into carrying out the attack — and even took
him to a Home Depot to buy a 10-pound sledgehammer the night before the attack. She also gave Nolan a knife and a hand-drawn map
with directions on how to get into Weiss’ home office on West 57th Street, prosecutors said.
Weiss was repeatedly bludgeoned and stabbed all over his body in the sick attack — but miraculously survived. Prosecutors said
Buchbinder had hatched the plot after arguing with her baby daddy over the visitation of their then-6-year-old son. Weiss gained full
custody of their son in the wake of the grisly attack.
Buchbinder had also convinced her former partner to name her as a beneficiary on his $1.5 million life insurance policy in the days
leading up to the attack, according to prosecutors. The prosecutor claimed that Buchbinder tried to have Michael Weiss murdered. She
stood to control $1.5 million of life insurance of his life in the name of his son. She wanted sole custody.
Buchbinder’s cousin is serving a 9 1/2 year sentence after being convicted of attempted murder in 2016.

“How to Acquire, Understand, and Make a Successful Claim on a Commercial Property Insurance Policy:
Information Needed for Individuals and Insurance Pros to Deal With Commercial Property Insurance”
The New Book is now available as a Kindle book here, paperback here and as a hardcover here
Commercial Property Insurance is a necessity for any person or entity owning a piece of commercial property whether it is small or
large, whether it is an office building or a warehouse or a factory.
A property owner – unless exceptionally wealthy – cannot afford the risk of losing that property, what it earns from tenants paying rent
or from the product produced at the property.
Commercial property insurance is a specialized form of insurance designed to protect the owner or lessee of the property from loss due
to perils like fire, lightning, windstorm, hail, earthquake, flood, tornado or other risks of loss.
Most commercial property insurance policies are written on a “direct risk of physical loss” or “all risk of physical loss” basis subject to
exclusions that are directly related to the risks faced by the property or some standard exclusions.
This book explains the coverages provided by a commercial property insurance policy, how to acquire a policy of commercial property
insurance, what the policy of commercial property insurance insures, how to present a claim, and how to successfully present a claim
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and collect the funds needed to repair or replace the structure and indemnify the insured against the losses incurred because of the
interruption of the business of the insured.

The Compact Book on Ethics for The Insurance Professional
How Ethical Doctrines from the Beginning of the Written Word to the Present Resulted in the Incorporation of the Covenant of Good
Faith
Every Person Involved in the Business of Insurance Must Act Ethically in the Business of Insurance
See the full video at https://rumble.com/v1n4avu-the-compact-book-on-ethics-for-the-insurance-professional.html and at
https://youtu.be/LB6g6O7c0hA
Insurance is, by definition, a business of the utmost good faith. This means that both parties to the contract of insurance must act fairly
and in good faith to each other and do nothing that will deprive the other of the benefits the contract of insurance promised.
Without the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and ethical people who work in the insurance industry applying and fulfilling the
covenant, effective insurance to spread the risk of loss to a large community of insurance professionals, is impossible. One cannot act
fairly and in good faith without being a person with a well-formed ethical compass.
In 1776, Lord Mansfield acting as an appellate judge serving in the House of Lords of Britain (the predecessor of the United Kingdom)
for the first time referred to the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. In the case designated: Carter v. Boehm S.C. 1 Bl. Burr 1906,
11th May 1766. 593, 3 Lord Mansfield in the British House of Lords stated the rule of uberrimae fide (Latin for utmost good faith).

The Tort of Bad Faith
What Every Insurance Professional, Every Insurance Coverage Lawyer, Every Plaintiffs Bad Faith Lawyer, and Every Insurance
Claims Person Must know About the Tort of Bad Faith
A Book Needed by Every Insurance Claims Professional
The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is a concept of insurance law at least three centuries old. It first appeared in British
jurisprudence in a case decided by Lord Mansfield sitting in the House of Lords as the highest court in Britain. In Carter v. Boehm.
3Burrow, 1905, Lord Mansfield explained that insurance is a contract upon speculation; the special facts upon which the contingent
chance is to be computed, lie, most commonly, in the knowledge of the insured only. The underwriter trusts to his representation, and
proceeds upon confidence that he does not keep back any circumstance in his knowledge, to mislead the underwriter into a belief that
the circumstance does not exist, and to induce him to estimate the risk as if it did not exist. The keeping back such circumstance is a
fraud, and therefore the policy is void.
Lord Mansfield stated the rule still followed to this day: “Good faith forbids either party by concealing what he privately knows, to draw
the other into a bargain, from his ignorance of that fact, and his believing the contrary.
The implied covenant explains that no party to a contract of insurance should do anything to deprive the other of the benefits of the
contract.”
For insurance to work; for each insurer to properly evaluate the risks presented; for each insurer to obtain the insurance desired; and for
each insured and insurer resolve all claims fairly and equitably they must treat each other with the utmost good faith and do nothing to
deprive the other of the benefits of the contract.
Each party to the contract of insurance is expected to treat the other fairly in the acquisition and performance of the contract. For
example, the prospective insured is required to answer all questions about the risk he, she or it are asking the insurer to take and about
the person the insurer is asked to insure. Similarly, the insurer must honestly, clearly and in good faith explain to the insured(s) the risks
the insurer is willing to take and the terms, conditions and provisions of the contract of insurance.
Available as a Hardcover Available as a paperback Available as a Kindle Book

Insurance Fraudsters Deserve No Quarter
New Book That Explains How to Defeat or Deter Insurance Fraud
What Every Insurer Should Know About How It Can Be Proactive In The Efforts Against Insurance Fraud By Refusing To Pay
Every Fraudulent Claim.
How Giving No Quarter Worked
Many years ago, a client I represented was offended that an insured tried to defraud him and the people who were names in the syndicate
he represented at Lloyd’s, London. I walked the Underwriter through the debris of the house that was burned, showed him some of the
remains of the allegedly highly valuable fine arts, and then explained how he was deceived into issuing the policy. I was the attorney
for Lloyd’s underwriters for the fine arts and Imperial Casualty for the homeowners policy.

The Equitable Remedy of Rescission of Insurance
Rescission is an equitable remedy first created in the ecclesiastical courts of Elizabethan England.
When the United States was conceived in 1776 the founders were concerned with protecting their rights under British common law.
Common Law is a form of law developed by judges through tribunals and decisions of courts rather than executive branch action and
legislative statutes.
Following the common law tradition, legal principles were referred to courts of equity to “mitigate the rigor” of the common law.
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Available as: A Kindle book A Paperback or a hardcover .

Insurance Fraud – Volume I & Volume II Second Edition
Insurance fraud continually takes more money each year than it did the last from the insurance buying public. No one knows the actual
amount with any certainty because most attempts at insurance fraud succeed. Estimates of the extent of insurance fraud in the United
States range from $87 billion to more than $308 billion every year. Insurers and government backed pseudo-insurers can only estimate
the extent they lose to fraudulent claims. Lack of sufficient investigation and prosecution of insurance criminals is endemic.
Volume I of Insurance Fraud includes the following:


Insurance Fraud is Epidemic.



First Party Property Fraud



Measuring Insurance Fraud



Health Insurance Fraud



What is Insurance Fraud?



Insurance Fraud is a Crime



Arson for profit.



Fraud Created by Legal Professionals



Soft Fraud



Fraud in the Acquisition of Insurance



Hard Fraud



Fraud in the Presentation of a Claim



Insurance Against the Risk of Loss of Real or
Personal Property



Investigation of a Claim for Fortuity





Investigating Fraud

Liability Insurance





Arson for Profit Investigation

Interpretation of Insurance Contracts





Investigation Methods

Ethics & The Insurance Fraud Investigation



The Federal Crime of Insurance Fraud



The Tort of Bad Faith and Insurance Fraud



Insurance Fraud as a State Crime



Sample California Rescission Letters



Insurance Fraud by Insurers



Sample Complaint for Declaratory Relief



California SIU Regulations



Form of Mutual Rescission Agreement



Investigating Insurance Fraud





The Examination Under Oath

Fom Declaration of Underwriter in Support of
Rescission



The Taking of an Examination Under Oath



Insurance Fraud Statutes



The Mutability of Memory



Outline of Training for Integral Anti-Fraud Personnel



Rescission



Form of EUO Demand Letter

 Evaluation of Medical Records
 Fraud by Professionals
Available as a Kindle book; Available as a Hardcover; Available as a Paperback
Volume II of Insurance Fraud provides coverage of the issues not covered by Volume I and, together with Volume I becomes a
complete manual for how lawyers and claims people can effectively work to deter or defeat insurance fraud.
INSURANCE FRAUD IS EPIDEMIC
The following are covered in this volume including:

 EUO Testimony admitting fraud.
 Insurance Fraud Statutes
Available as a Kindle book; Available as a Hardcover; Available as a Paperback

Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE, now limits his practice to service as an insurance consultant specializing in insurance coverage, insurance
claims handling, insurance bad faith and insurance fraud almost equally for insurers and policyholders. He also serves as an arbitrator
or mediator for insurance related disputes. He practiced law in California for more than 44 years as an insurance coverage and claims
handling lawyer and more than 54 years in the insurance business. He is available at http://www.zalma.com and zalma@zalma.com
Over the last 54 years Barry Zalma has dedicated his life to insurance, insurance claims and the need to defeat insurance fraud. He has
created the following library of books and other materials to make it possible for insurers and their claims staff to become insurance
claims professionals.
Barry Zalma, Inc., 4441 Sepulveda Boulevard, CULVER CITY CA 90230-4847, 310-390-4455; Subscribe to Zalma on Insurance at
locals.com
https://zalmaoninsurance.local.com/subscribe.
Subscribe
to
Excellence
in
Claims
Handling
at
https://barryzalma.substack.com/welcome. Write to Mr. Zalma at zalma@zalma.com; http://www.zalma.com; http://zalma.com/blog; I
publish daily articles at https://zalma.substack.com, Go to the podcast Zalma On Insurance at https://anchor.fm/barry-zalma; Follow Mr.
Zalma on Twitter at https://twitter.com/bzalma; Go to Barry Zalma videos at Rumble.com at https://rumble.com/c/c-262921.
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